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WEATHER FORECAST
KENT UC KY: Considerable
cloudiness and warmer, scattered shuafera and thunderstorms this afternoon and tonight. Thursday clearing and
cooler.
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United Press

YOUR PROGRESSIVE B 0 M E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Nlurray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, April

Murray Students To
Attend State Speech
Festival This Week

"Contest spanHy" radio show
sea. Mrs. herIM" contest, .ind

AN1ZATIBN
-The -machaia
with the Chi.
lent. Sixty-four
replaced horses/
a
2i.d division.

or heavyweight
night in Paris.

;ry Blood
Making
Women
eel Older

6v

Against Mempluoiearn

Six members of the Murray
State College faculty will attend
the Thirteenth Biennial Conference of the Southeast Central Region of the AAUW. The sessions
will be held April' 16 and 17 at
the Hotel Peabody, Memphis,

Tennessee.
Those attending from Murray
will be Miss Lillian Hollowell,
Miss Mattie Sue Trousdale, Miss
Ella Weihing. Miss Lydia Weihing,
Miss Grace Wyatt and Mrs. A. M.
Wolfson.
Dr. Althea Kratz Hottel, national president of AAUW, member of
the University of Pennsylvania,
faculty, will speak at a dinner
meeting April 16 at the Hotel Peabody Crystal Ballroom.
The theme for Saturday's program will be Education with a
symposium on edueational needs
in the region, a discussion period
on what the branches are doing
to improve local educational conditions.
The speaker for the luncheon at
1 p.m. at the Country Club will
be, Miss Christine Heipig. Childbook,Educational Associational Associate from AAUW Headquarters
The Murray Rotary Club will Staff, Washington. D. C.
hold their annual Ladies Night
tomorrow evening at 6:00 p. m.'at
the Woman's Club House C. 0. FEDERAL RENT DIRECTOR.
Sondurant, Robert Jarman, Guy IMMCNE TO SUM'
Billington, Mrs Roy Farmer. and
CHICAGO t U.P.1-Tenants canGrover Wood James are on the
committee in charge of the pro- not sue the federal rent director for
approving rent increases under a
gram.
Scheduled for the evening are federal court ruling.
U. S. District Judge Philip L.
musical numbers by Roman Prydatkevytch accompanied by Claire Sullivan made-the ruling when 32
R. McGavern. also stunts and a tenants included the rent area dibanquet. The affair will commem- rector. Norman Shogren, as ,a deorate the 24th anniversary of Rot- fendant in their suit against a
ary. A cake bearing twenty four landlord for $16,000.
Shogren was included on the
candles will be prepared.
President Bondurant asked that ground tkiat he had approved a 20
members be reminded that this percent rent increase. The suit was
event will take the place of the brought against the landlord on
charges that maid service had been
regular meeting at noon.
cut off in the building.
Judge Sullivan ordered the tenPorcupines have been known to
nibble on dynamite for the small ants to file a new case, leaving out
amount of salt it contains.
Shogren's name as a defendant.
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MODERN EXPLORERS-Members of the Catherwood-Chaplin West Indian expedition
gather aboard the Vigilant, a ketch-rigged motor sailer that will carry them to the Caribbean
for exploration of little-known islands. They are (left to right) Mary Evelyn Leege, a San
Francisco writer; Rudolph C. Von Ripper, an artist; Cummins Catherwood, one of the
sponsors; Mrs. Catherwood, Charles Warta and James Bond, scientists. The expedition is
under the direction of the Academy of Natural Science.s, Philadelphia.

Seasonal Report Given EXCESSIVE SPEED
CHIEF CAUSE OF
For Western District
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Gross auction sales of the' 1947
crop of Western District Fire-cured
tobacco
amounted th- 19316,329
pounds and averaged $27.19 per
hundred. The United States Department of Agriculture reports
these sales, around 7i7 million
pounds below last year but the general,average increased $5.04. This
average was the second highest
ever paid for a crop. The highest
was for the 1945 crop which averaged $29.44. The principal factors
this year's better average were
increases in loan rates by the Corn1
* your body with
modfty Credit Corporation and the
on 888 Tonic now.
improvement in .quality of the ofurges throughout
'ter freshness ant
ferings as compared with the pre:
a you eat tatter.
vious crop. Country sales were
tter, wort ratter,
tn
glow
color
lathy
estimated at one million pounds.
fill out hollow •
Melee sold. Oct •
ces by grades were higher
s store. 838 TOI2L0
thari
,
lhe year before with a fairly
Nth.
large number averaging at their
advance level. Most grades that
averaged over the advance were
only one or two bids above. Better grades of lea and wrappers
took the lead with ains ranging
from $4.50 to $8.00
s hundred.
Other grades were up generally
from $1.00 to $5.00. Most increases
,fe.
were bracketed between $2.25 and
$800Coniiiiiidity Credit Cdrporation
loan rates by grades advanced
through the Western' Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers' Association were
DAY
inereased_ from $1.90 -to SLOB Per
grade over last year. Nondescript
was unchanged. Deliveries amountnesdair
Plebiscite Scheduled In Germany
ed to -10.473.938 pounds at an average of 427.81 per hundred. These
BERLIN, April 7 i UPI-Russia took another step toward division of receipts
averaged $1.17 more than
Germany today with the announcement that a communist-sponsored sales to dealers and manufacturers
plebiscite on a unified German government will be hetrin the Soviet on the loose leaf floors. This poundzone in May and June.
age represented slightly over 54
Radio Berlin said the plebiscite was approved by the German Peo- per cent of .gross sales compared
ples Congress, a group otapoviet zone communist leaders with a few with 63 per cent last year.
After a, lapse of one season the
leftists from the western lines.
French interest entered the margovening body of the German Peoples Congress today approved
ket soon after opening. Thu% was
e preparations for organization of a plebiscite that will be held May 23 to made possible through agreements
June 15." the'announcement said.
between the . Commodity Credit
Corporation and companies designated by the Ftench Tobacco*MoRussians Charge Violation
nopoly for,purchase of part of the
crop. Under this plan the tobacBERLIN, April 7 (UM-Russia charged today that a British-Soviet
•
co bought at auction could not avTali, crash over Berlin last Monday was caused by the British plane's erage more than
qne bid above' the
"violation of flying regulations."
Association advance rate. Purchases
ONNA •
The Russian version of the crash, in which 15. persons were tented: through this program were slightly
was issued by the Soviet news bureau. It was a complete contradiction, over 1.700000 pounds. These purof the British version. The British said the Russian fighter buzzed the chases consisted mostly of medium
quality thin leaf arid lugs.
British airliner and crashed,,into it because of "bad 'piloting."
The crop was better because of a
'Me Agency account said the Russian plane was struck.from ate rear
larger proportion of good to choice
ORIA 6RANAME
'by the British airliner.
quality leaf. There were considerD.recal by
-ably less fair leaf grades and nondescript. /More brown and green
Lewis Asks Friday Hearing
colored tobacco was sold and less
WASHINGTON, April 7 (UM-John L. Lewis today asked Federal mixed and dark. Leaf and lugs
Court to dismiss a temporary order directing him to call off the 24-day comprised the bulk of offerings.
Fair and good qualities predomisoft coal strike.

ROTARY CLUB TO
HOLD LADIES
NIGHT THURSDAY

International Situation

41
ED
nry Travers
CAPRA

The request was contained in a motion filed with the Federal Court
clerk by lawyers for the United Mine Workers chief. The motion said
the temporary injunction was unconstitutional.
Lewis asked the court to hold a'hearing at 10 am EST Friday on his
motion to dismiss the temporary order issued last Saturday nikht by
Federal Judge Matthew McGuire.

• Proposes

Industry Draft

Russell, D Ga..
WASHINGTON, April 7 (UP)----Sen, Richard if
today proposed that the government draft industry as Wetl as manpower
for national defense "if necessary to get the equipment we need."
•I
Approves Admission Of Alaska
WASHINGTON. April 7 (UP)-The House public lands committee
today approved legislation to bring the territory of Alaska into the Union
as a state.

nated.
The marketing season began January 5 at Mayfield and Murray.
Paducah did not sell fire-cul•ed this
season 'but sold light air-cured.
Sales were suspended seven days
during the later part of January
and first of February because of
cold weather. Beginning March 15
the markets- sold only ,two days
each week.
Murray closed on
March 25 and Mayfield March 26.
Both markets held a final clean-up
sale on march 31.
Fire-cured marketing quotas for
1948 will be based on a 35 per cent
reduction in allotted acreage from
1947. This, was necessary because
of the relatively large supplies on
hand.

SENATE CONFIRMS Eleven Home Games Included
HOFFMAN AS ERP In 23- Game Gard For Season
•
ADMINISTRATOR
MRS. HARGROVE 82'
OF,
DIES AT HOME
TUES...
DAUGHTER

CIRCUS CLOWN
BRINGS LAUGHTER
AS DEATH STRIKES

It unanimously approved choice
of the Studebaker Corp. president
less than 24 hours after President
Truman named Hoffman to direct
the multi-million dollar project, to
put Western Europe back on its
economic feet.
Chairman Arthur H. Vandenberg,
R., Mich., called Hoffman before
his Senate foreign relations committee this Morning for 'brief Midi'
tioning.

Vandenberg praised tali $96.000Studebaker
a-year president of
Corp.. as a "sound and able" administrator, Senate GOP whip Kenneth ft. Wherty -said of Hoffman:
"He's a new face. They say he's
a first class industrialist. As far
as I know he's never been connected with the State Department
Those are three things in his favor."
Hoffman. a Republican, was named to the $20,000-a-year ERP post
yesterday by President Truman. If
confirmed by the Senate, he will
guide the vast $5.300,000.000 program of economic aid to the 18
non-communist countries of Europe.

so_

.

Mrs. Rosalee Hargrove. 82, died
at 5:30 Tuesday afternoon at the
home of her daughter. yrs. Lila
Drinkard. Penny. Death was attributed to a heart condition after
a lengtfiy illness. She was the wife
of the late George Hargrove.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Drinkard, and Mrs. Mabel
Shosenburg of Los' Angeles; three
sons. Loris Hargrove of Murray.
Luther Hargrove of Houston. Tex..
and Troy Hargrove of Detroit.
17
Mich. 13 grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Hargrove was a member of
the Farmington Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be held at
Methodist
the Martins Chapel
Church under the direction of Rea.
J. H Thurman. Burial will be in
Chapel
cemetery.
the Martins
arrangements
Complete
funeral
have not been announced,
- Pallbearers will be J. D.' Drinkard, Paul Drinkard, Brapch Drinkard, Lonzo Lovett, Hugh Palmer
ville
May I. Middle
Tennessee at
and James Coleman.
The Max Churchill funeral home Murfreesboro 42 games
May 5, Evansville. at Evansville
is in charge of arrangements The
May 6. Eastern at Richmond
body will remain at the home of
May 7. Louisville. at Louisville
the daughter until the funeral
May 11. Middle Tennessee at
hour.
Murray 42 gamesi
May 12. Arkansas State at Jonesboro
May 15. Eastern at Murray
May 18. Tennessee Tech at Murray
May 20. Bethel at McKenzie
May 29, Western at Bowling
Green 42 games)
May 31, Western ,at Murray (2
Funeral services for Amandus games)
Cain will be held at 2:30 Thursday
afternoon at he Cumberland Presbyterian Church in North Pleasant
Grove under the direction of Rev.
Roy D. Williams, Rev. Scott Johnson and .Rev. Ben Irby. Burial will
be in the Murray cemetery.
Mr. Cain died' early --Tuesday
•
morning at the Vanderbilt HosPlHarold Glenn Doran, vice-ores'.
tat in Nashville, Tenn. Survivors ama__na___stia pennies savings Rfr __
include one daughter, one son, four will speak to the rlurray chapter
sisters, two brothers, .two grand- of AAUW Tuesday April 13 His
children and one great-grandchild. topic will be "Current Economic
Pallbearers will be 0. L. Cain, Trends.Jr, Ben Cain,,Lurvine Cain. Edwin
Doran is q former student or
Cain. Alton Cain, Jack Cain, Fred Murray State College.
Miss Lula Clayton Beale. chairCain and W. A. Palmer.
Honorary pallbearers are Autry man ot the social studies commitRoss. Jake Outland. Oscar Robin- tee of AAUW, will be in charge
son. Neva Waters. J. L. Fulton. of the program. The group 'will
Luther Jackson, Walton Harris and --Meet at 7:30 in the home econsttidepartrurriaLlItilson. Hall.
Elbert Lassiter.
The J. H. Churchill funeral borne
is in charge of arrangements.

AMANDUS CAIN
TO BE BURIED
THURSDAY

Doran To Speak
Before AAUW On
E
conomic Trends

LIVESTOCK
The purple finch is not at an
purple. The male is of an old -rose
color and the female has a general
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKsparrow like appearance.
YARDS, Ill, April 7 4UP) I USDA)
'-Livestock: . •
Hogs receipts 7.7013:, salable 7.500.
Compared with' 10.300 yesterday.
Active; 180 lbs up and sows $1 to
$1.25 higher: lighter weights, 50c
to $1,25 mostly 75c to $1 higher
Bulk good and choice 180-240 DM,
22 to 22.75: top 22.75 freely for 1110
nual meeting will be held in Hen- to 240 lbs 240 to 270 lbs 2030 to
22.25: 270 to 300 lbs 19 to 20.75; 300
derson April 23-25.
On April 2 the Kentucky Chem- to 350 lbs 18.25 to 19'25; 180 to 170
ber.,Will play host to the 'State's lbs 21.50 to 2225: 130 to 150 Haul'
congressional delegation at
Ken- to 21.25: 100 to 120 lbs 14 to 18.23;
tucky Night Dinner in Washington, Sows 450 lbs dpwn. 17.50 to 18.25:
U, C., in conjunction with the aria ..few 1850: over 4150 lbs 17 to 1750,
nual meeting of the U. S. Chamber Stags 12.50 to 15.
Cattle receipts 4,000: salable 2.000:
of Commerce, according to the state
chamber's national councilor, B. J. calves 1,100, all saFahle. Steers.
Lenihan. This will mark the first making up a liberal proportion of '
time Kentucky has sponsored a din- supply: 20 loads nn sale, with about
ner of this kind, Lenihan stated
.of receipts comprised
25 per cent'
issuing the proclamation. of cows. Opening trade active and
In
Wetherby called on "all our citizens prices steady to strong on steer,
to observe this period as a testi- and heifers: medium to good steers
monial to these organizations for 24 to 27.25: most light weight heiftheir efforts in behalf of our Com- ers and mixed yearlings 26 to 27:
monwealth "
cows opened steady. but showing a
Paul Gholson. executive secre- tendency to slowness. Bulls and
tary of the Murray Chamber of v'ea lers few!
medium to good
Commerce, said that the 14ocal or- sausage bulls 21 to 22.50: good beef
ganization would conduct
ept- bulls to 23: good and. choice resttensive membership drive during ers 23 to 28; common and medittin
Chamber of Commerce.Week.
15 to 23

Chamber Of Conmserce
Week To Start April 211

„
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The Murray State baseball team
will open its 1948 campaign here
on Saturday, April 10. when the
Thoroughbreds entertain Memphis
State on the high school diamond.
Coached by Carlisle Cutchin.
itèran Murray Mentor. the Breda
face a 23 game card which includes
four Ohio Valley Conference him.
Evansville, Eastern, Louisville, and
Western.
Cutchin said that 122 prayer. all
his 23-man squad are lettermen. Although practice has been retarded
by rainy weather.' the coach sold
that he is rapidly getting his melt
whipped into shape this
Saturday's lineup will be annoy*.
eed ofter Friday's practlee wawa
sion. •
All double headers at Murray
will start at two p m and single
games will start at three o'clock.
The schedule•
April 10, Memphis State at Murray
April 13. Evansville at Murray
April 20. Austin Pray at Murray
April 22. Tennessee Tech at
Cookeville
April 24. Memphis elate at
Memphis
April 27. Arkansas State at Murray
April 28. Bethel at Murray
April 30, Austin Peay at Clarks-

WASHINGTON. 4pril 7 (UP)The Senate today kicked the European recovery program off to a flying start by _confirming Paul G.
Hoffman as its administrator.

FRANKFORT, Ky., April 6-At
least three-fourths of all Kentucky
traffic accidents last year involved
some sort of traffic violation and
the greatest cause of accidents was
excessive speed, T. B. Smith, safety
director.- Kentucky Department of
Highways, said today.
In a prepared report of 194/ trafT12.11ectdents Smith said his office
has received acca5unts of 4,913 traffic "SIPtidents occurring during the
year on Kentucky highways. 483 of
them fatal.
The toll of traffic accidents resulted in 561 deaths and 3,059 inElsewhere in Congress, the House
juries.
was discussing the foot-tind mouth
Of the total, 3.922 accidents. 298 research bill while the Senate met
of them fatal, involved traffic vio- on routine business. The developGross Sales and Averages On
lations and 672 accidents, ineluding ments:
Western Fire.-Cured Markets
166 fatal, did not involve violations,
1947 and 1946 Crops
Defense-Defense Sec. James ForMarket
1947 Crop' as shown by the report. In the case restal and his chief aides were callPounds Average, of 318 accidents. 69 of them fatal, ed•up by the Senate armed services
Mayfield
8,340,4(49
$25 89 it was not learned whether viola- Committee for fOrther questioning
Murray
10.975,550
28 18 tions were involved.
on the place of air power in the
Paducah
Did Not Sell
The report showed 1,036 acci- United Nation's defense plans. The
dents. causing 165 deaths, resulted senators want more information
Total
19,316189
$27.19 from drivers exceeding the speed about the air fotcg before making
limits. Other voilations causing the up their minds on President 'frit1.146 Crop
man's draft-UMT proposal.
Pounds Average most accidents were: cutting in. 419
following too
Forty-ninth State-The Alaskan
Mayfield
11.263.456
120.65 accidents. 10 fatal;
did not statehood bill came up for its first
Murray
15,248115
23.29 closely, 395, 10 fatal; driver
Paducah
312..150
23.00 have right of way, 359; 10 fatal; test before the House public lands
passing on lull. 15, one fatal; pass- committee. Alaskan delegate E. L.
•Total
26,823,721
$22.111 ing on curve, 32, two fatal; failure Bartlett said he is confident of wint(i'signal or Improper 'signal, 130, rm ning
approval
and
e
mtttee
*Subject to revision
fatal; and disregard of stop sign evntually getting the nod from the
or signal. 37, three fatal.
House.
A total of 8.338 drivers were inControls-Chairman Jesse P. Wolvolved in accidents last. year, the 'colt. R., Mich., of the House bankreport stated. Of these, 7,960 were ing committee said he believes the
male drivers. 592 of whom were in- military preparedness program can
volved in fatal accidents, and 378 be carried on without a return to
were female, 22 of whom were in- wartime controls. He said his comvolved in fatal smashups.
mittee will not consider any legisSmith said the year's checkup lation along that line until memNEW _YORK. April 7 4UP ) - showed also that in 58 cases of fa- bers see the result of-the military
Albertino, the circus clown, left tal accidents the drivers had 'been and foreign aid programs on dothem laughing when he died.
drinking and were obviously drunk mestic prices.
Women in Uniform-Rep'.. Paul
The famous Ringling Brothers and that 13 fatal accidents occurred
and Barnum and Bailey clown. when drivers fell asleep at the W. Shafer, R., Mich., said the armed forces will have to be satisfied
Albert Victor I Albertino i Adams, wheel.
48, and his wife, Lid', the' only . crut-of-state drivers were involv- with women as reserves. His House
woman circus clown in the world, ed in 27 fatal accidents and drivers armed services subcommittee has
arrived from England last week involved In 33 fatal accidents were decided, he said, not to accept legto join the circus which opens found to be operating their cars islation putting women into the regtoday in Madison Square Gar- without'drivers' licenses.
ular service.
den.
The report also listed the followThey appeared as guests last ing statistics concerning fatal and
night no a radio sports show non -fatal highway accidents:.
iWJZ) conducted by sports comAge group of drivers:
mentator Joe Hegel.
16 years-70 accidents. 5 fatal.
"So you are the famous clowns
21 to 24 years-1,538 accidents, 115
from the London music halls"
fatal. •
Hasel asked.
accidents, 270
'Laing Governor Lawrence W.
"Wellarsorne people think we are 24 to 44 years--3.511
Wetharby
has proclaimed the
famous," answered Lulu. "I think fatal.
accidents,
78
-1.457
64
years
5
to
Albertino is one of the funniest
period from April 21 to 27 as
fatal.
men in the world"
"Chamber of Commerce Week in
5 and over-184 accidents, 15 Kentucky", Earl R. Muir, president
Her husband turned to his miRoad defects
fatal.
of the Kentucky Chamber of Comcrophone, staggered, clutching at
merce, said today.
his
chest
4nd
collapsed.
Those
PRODUCE
Loose surface material, travel, etc.
Wetherby's official proclamation
In the studio
laughed. They
rioted that "few organizations have
thought Albertino was doing his -113 accidents. 15 fatal.
Defective shoulders-49 accidents, made so generous a contribution to
CHICAGO, April 7. CUM-Pro- act,„
'
11 fatal.
Kentucky's industrial development
When
lie
failed
to
move.
Hasel
duce:
Location:
as chambers of commerce." and
Pdultry: 12 trucks. Market firm signaled engineers to cut the prosurban-300
intersectiops,
Street
was issued as a curtain raiser to
gram off the air. A doctor was
Hens 37; leghorn hens 26
accidents,.24 fatal.
three statewide C. of C. meetings
Cheese: Twins 40-41; single dais- called. Albertino was pronounced
Highway inteniection, rural-588 Oa be held during that period
ies 42 to 43 1-2; Swiss 65 to 68 dead of heart attack.
The Chambers of Commerce
True to the tradition of show accidents, 28 fatal.
Butter: 347,367 pounds Market
Bridge or overpass-78 accidents, Council of Kentucky, embracing lon" 93 score 82 1-2: (Ili, score Ad; business, Lulu cancealed her grief
friacal chambers throughout the State,
90 Zore as beet sive.. could Less than hour seven fatal.
90 score 81 1-2. tart
Time (peak hours)
will hold its annual meeting in
after Alt:wain:Ws death she took
81 1-2: 89 score 80 1-2.
3:00 p. m. to 4:00 p.m.a-352 acci- Louisville on April 21, immediately
Eggs: (Browns and whites nix-, her place in'the circus' final dress
preceding the annual meeting and
dents, 44 fatal.
ed) 17.519 cases. Market steady. rehearshal.
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.-35I acci- all-business congress of. the KenExtras 70 to SO per cent A 45 •o• She will carry on for both of
tucky Chamber of Commerce there
extras
'to 70 per cent them in the performance -tonight. dents, 27 fatal.
46
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.-304 acci- the following day. The ,Kentucky
As; 44- to 45 1-2; standards 42 to They had been married and acting
Junior Chamber of Commerce's andents, 42 fatal.
43 -I-24 current receipts 41.
' together for 20 years.
'
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AAUW CONFERENCE

Professor Louis Clifton, director
of extension work at the University of Kentucky. said the entrants
are team and individual winners
in regional contests held previously at Murray. Henderson Bowling
Green, Shelbyville. Ludlow, Richmond, Pikeville. Pineville and
here.
The program includes debates.
oratorical declamation, interpretative reeding, radio speaking, extemporaneous speaking,' and dramatic reading:N

Vol. XIX; No. 251

Murray State Baseball
Opener Is Saturdo. co

One From High
MURRAY FACULTY
oo , r ive rrom 71
Training School MEMBERS T.0 BE AT
students
Approximately
275
from b/ schools will participate
in the 28th annual Kentucky High
-School speech festival beginning
- today and continuing through Sat
nrday at Lexington.
One student from Murray High
School and five from Murray
Training School will compete in
the various divisions of the pro- 1
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Gas Almost
Choked Him

NATIONAL.EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATION
THE KE.NTECKE PRESS ASSOCLVTION
"4",

We reserve the r:ght to reject any Advertising. Letters to tile Editor
Air Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
al our readers.
Wednesday Afternoon, Aril 7, 1948

"Cold War" Here To Stay
Regardless of the outcome of the European crisis, and,
•the seriousness of "incidents" in Berlin. Trieste. and
throughout Italy.. we had might as well realize that the
" is here to stay.
"cold tvar.
The "cold war" is political and economical. It has exited in Ettrope, Asia, the Near East and .the Far East for
for hundreds of years. The only difference is that we are
in it now. whereas our role was heretofore played by
Great Britain. "The struggle between Russia and Western Europe is
as old as the races which populate the continent. and
Stalin's position in the struggle-4ns- fm tort ly held by the
Czars. Ours was held by England.
:Our forefathers left .Europe to escape this age-old
Stguggle. but time and events finally spanned the oceans
and swallowed us up in it as surely as though we still lived
in Europe. or the British Isles.
For a hundred and fifty years England succeeded in
"containing': Russia by maintaining the world's largest
navy. backed. by other armed forces strongenough totight,
,at the drop of a hat while at the same time, keeping Control of- India and the far-flung British Empire.._ ft nOw
- comes our turn t.. maintain that
In the transition our most importint johfis tIViret the
force we need without the sacrifice of ink way of life. If
ye _bay,to adu.pt the same sort of Militarivilitissia has.
the rule an
or have th*! *Aind of military caste that has beek e\
other parts of Europe for centuries we will los what our
„..fore-fathers came hereto estab94-4reedorn- arid dignity
for the individual. If we car. improve on the way England
Matntained a strong army and navy, without sacrifice of
•
•
freedom. we May actually advance.,
so-called
the. other hand. if we expect to end
- RiissiIn aggression" we had might as well take the same
.that
i..•iree -Napoleon and Hitler took: The trouble about
course '.•S-Itiat an all-out war wilriprove as futile as it. did
_
to Napoleon- or _Hitler_
We; hate .allowed ourselves to be influenced'too mych
by propaganda in recent years. The "one' World" idea.
*wept us off our feet-and it vra-s intensified whenour
told us after the recent war that "Russian boys are the
Fame- atee are." Under the skin we are all brothers.. but .thee is such
ein sile; way_ me_ehbose our leaders there is
it-difteren,
nothing abdut Russian communism and western denim.riey that can .be reconciled. And even if there should be
another revolution in Russia.lind the communists are beheaded like the royal family was in 1919, the chances are
another political machine would gain control and follow
the same course followed by the czars. and later by the
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Rocketing to Moon Held Practical
But Scientists See No Point in It
' By JOSEPH L. BEELER

speeds required.
Much has been written about
miales of the'future that will fly
continuously across the earthuntil told via radio to descend in
their target-ahd of rocket ships
plying-inter-planetary space. •
Government rocket men here are
inalin'ed to compare such talk with
the kind they heard during the
-atomic silly season" just after the
bombing of Hiroshima They remember the stories they heard
about driving airplanes with bits of
uranium the size of aspirin tablets.

WASHINGTON itiPo - Rocket
men believe' they know enough
right now to shoot a missle as far
as the moon.
But, as an official of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics puts at:
"Nobody can -think of any good
reason for wanting to doubt it.
-It would be interesting, all right."
he said. -but it would cost a lot
of money, take a lot of figuring.
and use up a lot of time .hat might
be better spent"
Among the big difficulties would
The earthworm population varies
be power and control. To escape
the earth's gravitational pull, a from 300.000 to 2.000,000 to the
rocket would have to hit 25.009 acre in American soil, and when
properly directed the worms enormiles an hour
mously increase croie production,
High Speed Needed
accordiag to- Dr. T. J. Barrett in
The best rocket speed yet attainAi his new book, "Harnessing the
in tests is 3.500 miles an hour. Earthworm"
_ _
A captured German- V-2 went that
fast at White Sands. N M. last
Although the boomerang is genyear.
erally associated with Australia, it
It went 114 miles almost straight did not originate there but in
eardr=Art
to
up and. then fell back
Egypt.' Picture • drawingrocif Egypescape rocketti it missed the moon.
SIDEWALK POLITICIANS-Against the background of the -would keep going urVil it was cap- tians liontini. ducks with a 'boomerang nave'been discevered in anfamed Milan, Italy, Cathedral, sidewalk politicians gather In
tured by the gravitational field of cient tombs.
the
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This
gossip.
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Piazza
some other planet.
•
9r. if its velocity *Uhl.quite
heart of Italy's troubled north which'is expected to
The Texas Tornado. Wrestles
voting.
enough to kick it entirely free..ul Thursday night in
heavily in the April 18 national
Paris.
the earth's pull. it would become
a satellite. endlessly following an
elliptical orbit around this p'ane'.
Ti' hit the 'moon. a rocket using
the !lest fuels now available Would
have to pack something like five
4
or more powerful punches.
Bc. HARMON W. NICHOLS
Firestone and U. S.
a flight of wooden steps.
dictators.
With several fuel chambers, one'
railed Press staff Correspondent' cheer.
Royal Tires
Down an earthen path to a paten- firing immediately after another,
It is our honest opiniotrthat it is as futile to try to
ed up rock fence-and me in my the rocket probably could achieve
WASHINGTON. Apia
to try to replace
change the European way of life as it
-one 'of the nicest days best suit and shoes- Oyer that and the.constant acceleration necessary
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Michigan Senator Is Expert Fisherman But
Takes Secretaries Along To Bait Hooks
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Enjoy Spring and Summer Vacationing
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Reconditioned Ford Motor
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with new clutch
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to make your kitchen
hours easier-more enjoyable. Famous
for its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the envy of your friends.
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BuckythirrisThinksYankees-Will Win Weakened by Long Years of Malnutrition
Pennant-With 25% Stionger Team
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By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Spurts Writer
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NEW YORK. April. 7 ilJP)—
BuckY Harris isn't like most major league managers. He doesn't
pall any punches and comes right
out with what he thinks.
And he thinks his 1940 Yankees
should, and will, win the American
league pennant.
"Who's going to stop us?" He
asks. "Sure, the Red Sox. Indians
and other clubs have been strengthened. But so have .we. We will
open the season 25 per cent stronger this year than we did last."
There is no question but what
the latter statement is correct. At
the start last year the Yankees
floundered in the second division
until a near play& revolt against
then President Larry MacPhail
-hanged things and got them or
the right track.
Harris, more than any one else.
was responsible.'
lie called a club house meeting
at which he told the players that
he was interested only in what
they slid in the field and that he
would fight their front office bat-

IN HAZEL
Call On -us for

•

Drugs, Cold Drinks,
Paints
Cosmetics, etc.

Turnbow Drug Co.

Body Builders
Electric, Acetylene
Welding
Jarenclutch
MORGAN & CO.
HAZEL, KY.

O.

0.
Murray Paint and
Wallpaper

ae 170

Phone 323
W. hair, it

or wewill

yeii- when you can
it. sr it isn't be had

NMICR.-The Maude Collates
N'ashingette is fully equipped
Is ith all new Maytag Washers.

s.irtie location, same service
as before. irewttl apprectate‘our business.
MAUDE COHOON
OKLA WALSTON
301 SOUTH FIFTH ST.
PHONE 246
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California Seeks Way to Harness
Sun's Rays to Overcome Drought

World's Children Now Fight Diseas
-e

tles for them. That did it.
BAKERSFIELD, Cal. (UPI—LegNow MacPhail has gone and
islators in California trying to find
there won't . be any more front
•
an answer to the state's drought sitoffice interference. So Bucky is
uation, have suggested 'that water
Crusade for
sure the Yankees will get oft to
from the. Pacific Ocean might be
a flying• start this season.
used if treated correctly.
In Bakersfield, Harry Armenta
Not that he doesn't have his
Millions
and S. C. Darrah are working on
problems. He is wondering whethe' Joe Dimaggio will be able
They have
the same problem.
to throw; whether Charlie Kell:2?
It.is not enough that a child is
visions of distilling ocean water for
is going to be able to come back; hungry.
irrigation purposes through the use
He-must also be sick, if he is to
whether Big Bill Sevens of world
of the sun's rays.
Europe.
feeding
receive
in
relief
series pitching fame is going to
They are the 'inventors of the
That is what it comes down to,
whip his sore arm and whether
"solar flash boiler."
when you doe not have enough
the aging George MiQuinn will food to go around.
The -solar flash boiler" uses no
up another season at first
The problem is not to feed the
fuel except the heat from the sun.
hungry, but to feed the hungriest
base.
It consists of curved aluminum
of the hungry. Selection of which
"But both Joe and I are sulk
troughs, which trap the sunlight
hungry child shaU be fed is made
has him worried. The one thing on the basis of ried. Many times
and reflect the rays into a copper
he knows he must have to repeat need is determined by a doctor's
tube containing water. The copthe club's 1947 performance is a
per tube is smoked previous to incertificate.
This is the grim factual situahealthy Dimaggio , in centerfield.
stallation with a blow torch so that
agencies
tion
relief
confronting
"I'm at:aid we wouldn't go very
it holds the heat. It is then surfar without that big guy." Harsis serving the starving children
rounded with pyrex tubes-which
abroad. It is highlighted in a resays. "He's a lot of our ball club." port from Donald R. Sa' in on
provide further insulation.
Dimaggio wilt not test his arm. observations in Europe v
Scale Model Tested
he
which was operated upon during served as assistant direct
field
The aluminum troughs, Darrah
..ations
the offseason for the removal of operations for the Unit
said, can be fitted with timing
Emerbone chips from the elbow, until International Children
machinery, which will keep them
gency
Fund.
the Yanks open against Washslanted toward the sun.
Dwindling resources of the
ington April 19.
The two experimenters claim to
United Nations International Chilhave tested successfully .a small
"But both Joe .and I ar esure dren's Emergency Fund, and of 25
American voluntary relief agenscale model of their sun machine.
it .will be okay," Harris said.
The model. they. reported, built up
`Tommy Henrich will be at his cies aiding youth in Europe and
Asia will be replenished by the
usual right 'field spot and if Kel- Crusade for Children of American
100 pounds of steam pressure under
a moderate afternoon sun. It also
ler is unable to make the grade Overseas Aid-United Nations ApJohnny Lindell. who played .he peal for Children which asks
proved capable of turning cold
be in left. To start the season $60,000,080 of Americans this
water into steam in from three to
position most of last year will spring. Meanwhile, starvation is VICTIM OF MACNI.TRITION, this wan orphan is one of millions in five minutes.
Harris may alternate Keller and an increasing reality to hatfs.the Europe and Asia fighting against the ravages of tuberculosis, Penny,
Armenta and Darrah have a vachildren of the world. It is inriekela--dread partners of planation. Americans are helping them in riety of uses in mind for the "solar
Lindell, with Keller playing when creasing because:
right handers pitch against the
Czechoslovakia had no rain for their desperate fight by supporting the Crusade for Children of American flash boiler." but the most promitherseas Aid-United Nations Appeal for Children.
Yanks arid Lindell working against seven months last year, and as a
nent will be the conversion of salt
consequence, farm animals were 3,500,000
southpaws.
and 4,000.000 children a Appeal asking voluntary contri- water from the Pacific Ocean into
slaughtered for lack of feed, and
Rookie Cliff Mapes. who hit the milk and food shortage is minimum daily 600-calorie meal butions for the International Chil- pure water for irrigation.
which means the difference be- dren's Emergency Fund, together
The inventors said' their model
.308 with Kansas City last year, critical.
with
has clinched garden reserve spot.
France, too, suffered drought, tween life and death. In those major the appeals of America's is capable of providing heat for all
voluntary
foreign
relief
countries
alone;
there
are
60.The infield will be the same with the same resultant slaughter
000,000 children who are equally agencies.
as last year with McQuinn on of animals, shortage of milk and in
Forty-five nations of the world
State expenditures also were inneed of this life-saving daily
first, George Stirnweiss at second. cut in bread rations.
are cooperating in the United
Greek
political conflict has meal—half the size of an Ameri- tions Appeal. Nations which Na- creased, the tax sfederation said,
are
Phil Rizzuto at short and Billy caused difficulties in supply, while can school lunch—but cannot get
because of higher costs of operaJohnson at third. Harris had hop- long-term malnutrition shows in it because neither their own gov- too impoverished to collect money tion. The federation said there was
ed that Bobby Brown. the World rickets, tuberculosis and stunted ernments nor the United Nations through the UN Appeal for the
Children's Fund are sending prod- a 59 per cent increase In monthly
International Children's Emer- ucts such as desperately
S,erks pinch hitting hero, would growth of the children.
In Italy, poverty is everywhere, gency Fund have the resources to fish, cod liver oil, clothing. needed payrolls for state non-school emtake to first bade but after a trial
ployes from October, 1940. to Octothere Brown decided he. was a the children ragged and barefoot provide it.
Of the $60,000,000 goal of the
and without milk. Last stocks of
This means that for every child American campaign, more than 70 ber, 1946.
shortstop or third baseman—not a milk are being used up for the
who receives the survival-ration
first baseman. He'll be kept on for feeding of 200,000 orphan chil- supplied by arrangement between per cent has been allocated to
The Civil Service Assembly reforeign relief projects directly
utility duty along with the-veteran dren. ------- his government and the Children's aiding children, and the balance
Poland still shows the terrible Fund, 15 children stand in a spec- to activities helping children in- ports that the percentage of fedFrank Crosetti.
esal employes who are veterans or
destruction of war, streets still tral line of starvation behind him. directly.
Behind the plate. Harris is bank- piled high with
who are entitled to veteran preffragments of
The brightest outlook is that the
Contributions of money from
ing on Yogi Berra to overcome his homes, farms devastated, food in- situation
will get,far MMe before Americans, which will be con- erence has almost doubled in the
throwing
weakness, which the adequate, and tubereulosis a severe it gets better.
verted into food for the hungry, last two years.
Dodgers exploited so successfully threat to the children.
Its only chance for getting bet- medicine for the sick, clothing for
The assombly said 44 of every
in the series, and become -the No . Two-thirds of the children cf ter lies in immediate, generous, the naked_ and shelter for the 100 feders1 employes have
been
1 man with Sherman Lollar and war countries suffer from tuber- voluntany. assistance.
homeless, may be given to local appointed", through veteran preferculosis.
America's channel for that assis- campaign committees in commit
,
Gus Niarhos behind him.
Millions of these suffer other tance is the Crusade for Children nities where they hate been ence. In December, 1945, only 2.3
Cocky Frank Shea, the fresh- diseases of malnutrition.
of American Overseas' Aid-United formed, or sent directly ,to na- per cent of federal employes were
mon star of the last year; Allie
Many are literally starving.
Natioas Appeal for Children.
tional headquarters of American in the GI category.
In . 12 nations of Europe, the
Reynolds, the 19-game winner; and
This combined campaign rep- Overseas Aid-United Nations ApAbout 770,000 federal workers in
two men purchased from other International Children's . Emer- resents the United States' share in peal for Children, 39 Broadway,
the continental U.S. now have
clubs. Ed Lopat and Red Embree gency Fund is feeding between thei world-wide United Nations New York 6, N. Y.
veteran siatus. Ninety-five per cent
are certain starters on the pitchof them are men.
ing staff. Elevens will be. toer, if
iJ1ts arm comes around. Harris believes that Lopat. purchased from
the White Sox and Embree, who
came from the Indians, are potential 20-game winners.
Also bidding for regular starting
ibi:rth are southpaw Tommy Byrne,
a 12-game winner with Kansas
City last year, Vic Rasehi. who
won Revell, with the Yanks after
they bought him from Portland
in , mid-season and Dick Starr, a
rookie who won nine at Newark
in 1947. •
Joe Page. of course, will be the
relief ace with Karl Drews, Frank
Hiller and Randy Gumbert fighting for the other berths on the
staff.

Children
is Effort to Relieve
in Distress

-

purposes in a moderate size home.
The model, they added, can be pro
.
duced in volume for about 5200.
Some day-Armenta and Darrah
believe. the boiler may be used to
distill salt water coming from oil
wells. thus stopping the, wasteful
ruination of land surrounding the
California oil fields.
Armenia pointed out that another
use would be the actual creation of
energy for generation of electricitlE
or other•purposes.
The -two men are certain that
their "solar flash" boiler is the
answer to both the power shortage
and water shortage that has hit
California.

fleas in New Haven. Conn.
Although confined to bed or
wheelchair. Press has started negotiations to import French perfumes for. reshipment to Latin
America and to move Shetland
tweeds'and other commodities. He
does his work by correspondence
after. 2 p. m. daily when he
finishes his hospital treatment.
Surveys show that workers and
salaried executives make up the
bulk of American airline travelers.
About 39 per cent earn less than
$6.000 annually, another 38 per
cent earn "executive's salaries" of
$6,000 to 515.000 and only 22 per
cent earn more than $15.000 a year.

Chiropractic Health
Center

CRIPPLED VETERAN RUNS
BUSINESS FROM BED
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (UP1—A
32-year-old former GI who lost the
use of both arms and legs in
France is conducting an exportimport business at Cushing Veterans' Administration hospital with
the help of the Red Cross.
Red Cross Gray Ladies serve as
secretaries and researchers for
Joseph Press, who once worked in
the .insurance and finance busi-

"Where People Get Well"

FREE CONSULTATION
107 North 4th St.
PHONE 600
Murray, Kentucky
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GOODBYE
CAMP

Double Duty
CESSPOOL AND
SEPTIC TANK
CLEANER
Also
Good Iry Cktilees•
— Gram
Tf•ps — &tepees
Pools — Fibrous
Tree loots—Odors
in Cesspools mad
Septic Teaks

TO PUMPING

Issrusra
ODORS
NO MORE
111111—
ROOTS
DISSOLVES TREE
3151118111

ELIMINATES DIGGING

i1;11t11

DISSOLVES GREASE

11111

111111Inge111li1
No mom isspenslue u•Isis•111.1 pumping
ead diise.nd up of cmpools. septic I anis
sopa go pools, grease tidies cod clogged

Ms madam chemical qacrc.toos qukli
•nd efficient results la Ti to 35 Sows.
NO SHUTDOWN of pool or fent **cossari
chonsi<•I Is working.

leeie's ii.. MOO
•sid West asistf.od
Ous fless•Py, dissolv• and sopooily slie•sa.
sludg•. *air, cloth •pd otiirsr coripso,.
solids.

5, 10 IS, SO, awl 100 LIE CONTAINERS

Calloway County Lumber Company
North Fourth Street

Phone 72

' RECEIPT BOOKS
4 to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE'A
• RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER 8c" TIMES
ilheasimmainglinelneleMln11111111IMmle

NOW BE BIGGEST
FORD TRUCKS ON EARTH!
Ones Vehicle Wei* RaNeer 21,500 lb..

Don Keene. junior, heavyweight
contender, Thursday night in Paris.

nc.,

•
hose 11771

s

USEDOMNI

Blivs

• For Top Value GUARANTEED USED
—CARS at Lowest-Possible Prices COMe to
LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT

CLEANING UP BERLIN—American and British bulldozers, loaned to the Germans, clear
_away rubble_in ft:AM of M.e_ Reichstag building. Allied gear was used to help make the
mota anmversary-city look presentable on the occasion of the recent tominemoraUon
of Berlin's revolution.

11
i

1448 STUDEBAKER Convertible, aH extras.

pr-pee_statt

1941 FORD Pick-up.
1941 FORD, 2-door, new motor.
1941 STUDEBAKER, 2-door Champion.

)1/1,

1939 FORD 2-door, new motor and tires.
1936 FORD 2-door, nice and clean.

rf11111,11T4n

Many Other Clean Used Cars to

Ft Plow
1/ feet

Choose From

TUI$Ik

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars

loll

I uithour

ATION

201 Maple

Civic News
By ALFRED LEF.C11

• 1947 p:OitD, three-quarter los Truck.
1941 FORD Club Coupe.

Phone 150

BIGGER BY 43% OR
MOREi

Ford BIG JOBS -11&'—
'411—eirie She
Trucks ever built'.
ref
HOW rhsreh biggerJi:gg•st fitthey are is
illustrated in the
following comparison
_bi
with the
1947 Ford Truck.

- New . York City: has the hisiteliti
paid regular police They get $3,900
yearly. New York's police chief gets I
$13,500 and is the nation's highest

Cfirretpcsliorisosti

• 'CHICAGO 4UP)—Th., policeman
on the beat is getting higher wages,
too.
The International -City Managers' Association reports that in
cities of more than 10,000 population the average police salary has
inreased Zi per cent In the last
three years.
-3:Ise association 'hays the public
also is getting better police protection. The'number of pOlice per unit
population hap increased, lightening the work load of the average
policeman and improving efficiency.
The 'aasociation said qualifications for policerrsen have been
raised and that more cities have
put police sretirement plans into
operation.
The annual cost of police protection to the average city-dweller increased to $6 17 last year. a rise of
22 cents, the association said.
Cities above 500,000 population
averaged $8.32 per capita for police
costs. Cities under 25.000 average
$3.35

The nation's capital is second to
New York in salaries. In Washington patrolmen get $3.398 yearly;
Toledo. 0., and Long Beach. Cal.,
follow with $3,300
Reports from 877 cities showed
an average of 1.89 police for every
1,000 residents, an increase of 4.4
per cent over 1946. The City Managers' Asociation said there has
been a 'steady upswing- in police
per capita since the war-time low
of 458 per 1.000 population in
1945.
State debts increased more than
$500,000,000 last year, chiefly because of bonus payments to veterans, acording to the Federation
of Tax Administrators.
State debts now total $2,950,000,000, the federation reported. But
the total government debt dropped
last year for the first time since
the onset of World War II.
The federation said Bureau of
Census reports indicate that most
of the increase in state debt was
incurred it: Illinois, Massachusetts,

and Micnigan. which borrow
money to pay veterans' bonuses.--

Cam Black-Draught
Utp tharluff,
dopey feeling? .
To., flask-Draught may map that dun,
dopey teeling if the only reason you feel
that way is because of constipation.
Black-Draught., the friendly laxative. Is
usually prompt and thorough when taken
as directed It toot, only a penny or lose
a dose. That's why It ALS been a beatyeller with four generations it you are
troubled with such symptoms es loss of
appetite, headache. upset stomach, flatulence. physical fatigue sleepleanseek
mental /tattiness, bad breath—and it stwee
symptoms are due only to conatipanon—
try Black-Draught. Get. package today.

Elegiric Wiring
and Service
A.B.C. Washers. AR. Apartment Electric Ranges. Electric
Irons, and Small Appliances.

Como In

-

hare obout the biggest

Nati RATED CAPACITY!

trucks that ever roiled over our doorstep!

FORD

F-8 BIG JOB G.V.W.
rating is 21,500
lbs., versus
15,000 lbs. for
previous biggest .. • 1
5 .
41-.7
9,000 lbs.

BIG JOBS

%

Brand NEW for '48
The bigger your load, the holt:- we like it!
And why not? We've got two brand new Beams
Bak BIG JOBS . . . biggest Ford Trucks
to handle the situatidn. The
ever built .
Series E-7 BIG )0B it rated at 19,000 lbs.
G.V.W4 Series F-8 at 2 1,S00 lbs. G.V.W. Come
inland find out about these Titans of Truckdom!
Price them for the surprise of your truck life!
Learn about the full line of over 139 new Ford
Bowls Bail! Trucks for '48, with new engines,
new cabs, new features throughout.

LOOK IN!

Lynn Grove, Hy.
Boyd Jones, Owner

çANYTIMIl

MORE HORSEPOWER!

BIG 108 V-8
engin* develops
145 h.p. compared to
100 hp 'for
previous biggest
Ford Truck engin*.

54% MORE SPRING

RP% MORE BRAKE LINING
AREA!
BIG JOB

Total lining area
on (-8

compared to 303

*

is 485 sq in.
in. on biggest '47
braless.
* *

Your fotO Dello, invites you
to listen
Sunday f irinisnr —NBCto t%. Fred Aliso Shoo.
althrork
toles to IluP ford
Tessler. Seeds?
aehroill See row
esursilePw tor hesaftersooss—hk
red Minot

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
Telephone 170

ANY
-

• .

•
_
•

ese-sswess seesisiem-s,s'Sss-es'

_

s

•
esenwtessettv'•Wal"foelee

CAPACTTlf!

F-8 BIG JOB rear
spring capacity at
normal de 8,700 lbs. per spring.
Previous high,
5,650 lbs., (.7
capacity is 7,800 lbs.
Aectiori is

211 Main Street

one 890

u•

The 337 cu. In.

*WNW "Seeletkins gives kt elishera te whet Is wee, er
'Middy at.."- Weed.,

JONES ELECTRIC
SHOP

,

•

,
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

PITILLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUIRLISHLNG 'COMPANY
Murray
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Calloway
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Times, and The,
Times-Herald, Oeteber 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian January 17. 1942
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"Cold War" Here To Stay
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CAPITOL COMMENTS
The_ tax redaction . Bill sounds
good_on the -face of it and,should
have been a_ poplar bhp, but when
ou
into Tr.. you tan- II* that It
was a mistake and should not have
been passed. When it was Passed
:over the President's yeto, I think
some of the Representatives 'may
have been thinking of this coating
election instead of the Welfare of
the Nation. This may be unfair
and I would like to explain it. The
reduction as passed will just'about
pay the interest on our National
Debt.- aqd this must be paid along
with the principal. at some future
date to maintain the people's confidence, in our Government and our
National integrity. The reduction
!whets broken down individually is
at small that it ,will not materially
aid anyono and yet collectively will
mean a lot in running our Government. There is a definite and recognized emergency in our dealing
with Russia and War seems eminent. Unless we prepare for it and
they realize we mean business and
will back up with force our agreemeni to protect free People,
-dnd
-help them stay free. War is inevitable. With a strong preparedness
program
and
great inilitaryi
strength they woUld hesitate to
ward any acts of aggression. .Tpis
will take huge sums of money and
must be dune at once, but most of

all the taxes taken off this year.
will in all probability be already
increased in the future and we may
not be as welt able to pay the-m.
The coal strike is gradually throttling the Nation's industries,andhas already affected many industries in Kentucky. It- is certain
that with the -curtailment of coal
and steel production that soon millions will be out .of jobs. Mining
is a hazardous oN:upatitin slid f
have been in sympathy with the
actual workers who produce the
coal, but not with some of their
leaders or_the mine officials who
will not arbitrate a dispute that effects the life and welfare of a Nation.
Senator John Sherman Cooper
pledged his support to the Federal
Aid to Edu-cation bill now up for
passage. The bill would provide
300 million dollars to the States for
Education and Kentucky under the
provisions would get sixteen million one hundred and twenty thousan dollars as our part which would
amount to around 22.30 a Child.
This would help us to raise our
standards and 'the teachers pay
which may raise us above ourspresent standing of 39th in illiteracy
among the 48 states.
Guy C. Shearer was appointed
head of the Kentucky Alcohol Control Board. Guy was former head

of the Barbers and Beautic.aus,, ter jolt and really beof some serBoard and is well 'known and well iyiee to_the farmers and the peepAe
1
liked throughout the Sate. His of Kentucky.,
honesty and integrity will give con' The -Republican. -Conventiein - to
N
fidence to the people who deal with elect delegates to the National Coe. '
vention wIll be held hi Louisville
the Commission.
g jor
Senator Henry Ward of Paducah April 20. -The Democrats will not
pell
toed theirs Until Ahe bitter part of
was ---t.inted- Commi
out
Conservation and will Ii.asept the June. , '
' Ai
,.
We have saved this until last but.
shou
place the middle of next month: He
leag
replaces Harold Browning of Wil- it is the most important news we
0
liamsburg who, served under. Gov- can give:you. Senator Albeit W.
ernor Willis and has made a name Barkley of Kentucky may be the
asks
fur himself fur his work as Conser- next Democratic'nominee for Presand
We
will.tell
you
&dent.
moreeuf this -vation Commissioner„ Henry is a
then
newspaper man who has been ac- in next week's column.
Opel
tively interested in Conservation
er tl
and State Parks for a long time. He
Ti
was one of the leaders in the prothe
moting of Kentucky Lake as an imthe
portant part of Kentucky and the
flow
until
Nation's recreational features and •
then
has long been interested in Civic
../i4y stomach swelled with gas
"hail
and State affairs. Ht., backed Har- until I cpuld hardly breathe,"
said
the i
ry Lee Waterfielcl for Governor one man living neat
here: "I
Ha
and I think this is another sign that couldn't sleep. in fact had
horrible
Was
the Governor is going to have an nights. Was always constipate&
I
' He
Administration of efficient and got INNER-AID. Oh! what relief!
at v.
capable • aseistanta to help make It worked so much gas from me
he ,
-Kentucky Progress.
thgt 'my stomach reduced 4 inches,
they
The Democrats of the Second ific breathe freely again. Sleep
wout
District nominated John Whittaker soundly now. Bowels also have
1-of Russellville as the candidate for been given a Great Cleansing."
Congress. He mayokieweetio opposiINNER-AID, is the new mixture
tion as in all probability .there will'I of 12 Juices from Nature's Herbs. It
be no oppusitiun against Judge Wil- has relieved, many people who had
liam Lewis, of London in the 9th never been really helped befog* by
District whtevwas norniflated. by the any medicine. Taken shortly b
Republicans. The eleeltee in the
mixes.withyourforjeklf
LI
9th will be April 24th. .
eliminating the poisons that foal
CorrunieSioner of Agriculture stomach trouble. It will cleanse th
Harry Walters., at/Pointed- I. Dan bowels. clear .gas from Stomach, en
Baldwin of.Madisonville as head of liven liver and remove old bil
the Marketing Division. Dan has from the system. So don't go On
served before-but under the present suffering! Get INNER-AID. Said by
t
setup will be able to -do a mtrer bet .1 •all drug stores.-Adv.

Gas Almost
Choked Him

Regardless of the outcome of the European crisis, and
the seriousness of "incidents"- in...Berlin. Trieste. and
throughout 'Italy.. we had Might as Well realize that the
"cold war" is here to stay.
NEWS-BLACKOUT AID—The'Italian Republican Party took
The "cold war" is political and economical. It has exto wall posters to Inform news-hungry countrymen about the
• isted in Europe. Asia, the Near East and_the_ Far East la — issues at hand during the recent Communist-led nationwide
• for hundreds of years. The only difference is that we are
printers' strike, which shut down Italy's 5,900 publications
in it now, whereas our role was heretofore played by
Of course, a little campaigning for the April -18 electsiona was
Great Britain
thrown in tOr good measure.
The struggle between Russia and Western Europe is
as old as the races which populate the continent. and
formerly held
the
Stalin's position _in the_struggle
Czars: Ours was held by England.
Our forefathers left Europe to escape .this.age-old
By JOSEPH L. MIME&
speeds required.
struggle, but time and events-. finiellanned the oceans
Enjoy Spring and Summer Vacationing
-Much has been written' about
•
and swpilowed us up in it aS surety as though we still lived
WASHINGTON 'UP-- Rocket
WITH A NEW
men believe they know enough missies of the future that will fly
in Europe. or-the British Isles,
right now te shoot a mimic as far continuously across the earthFor a hundred and fifty ye:trs-Fatigland
•
until
told via radio to descend,an
the moon.
Recondi,tioned Ford Motor
-"rontaining:' Russia by - maintaining. the world's largest
But, as an official of the Na, th,eir target-and of rocket ships
navy. backed by other armecHorees strong enough to fight
tionel Advisory" Committee for Aer- plying inter-planetary space.
While-they last we-will.install itLyour car a guaranat the drop -of.a hat -while at tilt same time, keeping con• Government rocket men here are
onautics puts -it:
• trcil of India and the far-flung -British Empire. It now
inclined
to
compare
such
talk
with
-Nobody can think of any good
teed reconditioned engine, complete with new clutch
the kind they heard during the
comes our turn to maintain that same
.
sort Of-forCe.
reason for wanting to doubt it.
-atomic
silly
season"
just
after
the
and throw-out bearing if needed. In the transition our most importlint job -is-to get the
-It would be interesting, aleright.",
he said. -but it would cost a lot bombing of Hiroshima They re-'
.---force we need without the sa&ifk-e- of our way of liTe.
member
the
stories
they
heard
Includes-oil and gasket's and READY TO do.
of money, take a lot of figuring.
ve .have to adopt the same still of militarism Russia has,
about driving airplanes with bits of
and Use -un a lot of time .hat might
or'ha--the kind of nlilitary caste that has been the rule in
uraniuni
the
.
ALL FOR_
size_o_f_afaairinIablela,_
-be-better spent."
$1.89.5v- other-parts-of-Europe-for-centuries--we-wilt-lose -What
,
Among the big difficulties..woulet
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NEW YORK. April. -7
Ducky Harris isn't like most 'major league managers. He doesn't
pall any punches and comes right
out with what he thinks. And he thinks his 1948 Yankees
should,, andwill, win the American
league pennant.
"Who's going to stop us?" He
asks. "Sure, the Red Sox. Indians
and. other clubs have lapen strengahened.'But so have we. We will
open the season 25 per cent stronger this year than we did last."
There ie no question but what
the latter statement is correct. At
the start last year the Yankees
poundered in the second division
until a near plays* revolt against
then President Larry MacPhail
'hanged things and got them or
the right track..
Harris, more than any one else,
was responsible.
He called a club house meeting
at which he told the players that
he was interested, only in what
they did in the field and that he
wont(' fight their front office bat-
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there won't be any more front
office interference. So Bucky is
sure the Yankees will get off to
a flying start this season.
Not that he doesn't have his
problems. He eis wondeeing whether Joe Dimaggio will be able
to throw; whether Charlie Keller
is going to be able to come back;
whether Rig Bill Be,yens of world
series pitching fanae is going To
whip his sore arm' and whether
the • aging George MaQuinn will
hold up another season at first
base.
"But both Joe and I are suite
has him worried. The one thing
he knows he must have to repeat
the club's 1947' performance is a
healthy Dimaggio in centerfield.
"I'm ilia aid we wouldn't go very
far without that big guy." Halals
says. "He's a lot of our ball club.. Dimaggio will not test his arm.
which was operated upon during
the offseason for the removal of
bone chips from the elbow. until
the Yanks open against Washington April,.19.
"But both Joe and I ar esure
it will be okay," Harris said.
Tommy Henrich will be at his
usual right -field spot and if Keller is unable to make the grade
Johnny Lindell, who played he
be in leq. To start the season
position Most of last year will
Harris may alternate Keller and
Lindell, with Keller playing when
right handers pitch against the
Yanks and Lindell working against
southpaws.
Rookie Cliff Mapes. who hit
.308 with Kansas City last year.
has clinched garden reserve spot.
The infield will be the 'same
as last year with McQuinn on
first. George Stirnweiss at second.
Phil Rizzuto at short and Billy
Johnson at third. Harris had hoped that Bobby Brown. the World
Series pinch hitting hero, would
take to first baie but after a trial
there Brown decided he was a
shortstop or third baseman—not a
lirst baseman He'll be kept on for
Utility cluty eking with the veteran
Frank Crosetti.
Behind the plate. Harris is banking on Yogi Berra to ov rcome his
throwing
weakness
ich the
Dodgers exploited so suc
fully
in the series, and become the No.
1 man with Sherman Lollar and
Gus ,Niarhos behind him.
Cocky Frank Shea, the freshmon star of the last year; Allis"
Reynolds. the 19-game winner; and
two men purchased from other
clubs, Ed Lopat and Red Embree
are certain starters on the pitching staff. Elevens will be. too, if

ness in New Haven. Conn. Although confined to bed or
wheelchair. Press has' started negotiations to -import French perBAKERSFIELD, Cal. (UP)—Leg- purposes in a moderate size home. fumes for reshipment -to Latin
islaturs in California' trying to find The model, they added, can be pro- America and to move Shetland
tweeds and other commodities. He
an answer to the state's drought sit- duced in volume for about 5200.
does his work by correspondence
uation, have suggeated -that water
Some 'day. Arinenta and: Darrah .after 2 p. m. daily
when ha
from the Pacific Ocean might be! believe, the boiler may be used ID
finishes his hospital treatment.
used if treated correctly.
distill salt water coming from oil
In Bakersfield, Harry Armenta wells, thus stopping the wasteful
and S. C. Darrah are working on ruination of land surrounding the
Surveys show that workers and
the same problem.
They have California oil fields.
salaried executives make up the
visions of distilling ocean water for
Armenta pointed out that another bulk of American
airline travelers.
irrigation purposes through the use use would be the actual creation of
About 39 per cent earn less than
be sun's rays.
energy for generation of electricity
46.000 annually, another 38 per
They are . theairiventors of the or other purposes. "solar flaeh boiler."
The two men are certain that cent earn "executive's salaries" of
The "solar. flash boiler" uses no their "solar .flash" boiler is the $6,000 to $15,000 and
only 22 per
fuel except the. heat from the sun. answer to both the power shortage cent earn more than
$15.000 a year.
It consists of curved aluminum and water shortage that has hit
troughs, which trap the sunlight California.
and reflect the raya into a copper
tube containing water. The cop- CRIPPLED VETERAN RUNS
per tube is smoked .previous to in- BUSINESS FROM BED
stallation with a blow torch so that
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it -holds the heat. It is then sur- 32-year-old
former GI who lost the "Where People Get Well"
rounded with pyrex tubes which use
of both arms and legs in
provide further insulation.
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Crusade for Children
• Is Effort tp Relieve
Millions in Distress

It is not enough that a child is
hungry.
He must also be sick, if he is to
receive relief feeding • in Europe.
That is whet it 'comes down to,
when you do not- have enough
food to go around.
The problem is not to feed the
hungry, but to feed the huagriest
of the hungry. Selection of which
hungry child shall be fed is made
on the basis of need. Many times
need is determined by
doctor's
certificate.
This is the grim factual situation confronting - relief agencies
serving the starving children
abroad. It is highlighted in a report from Donald R. Sa' in on
observations in Europe v
-e he
served as assistant direct
field
operations for the Unit' ..ations
International Children.... Emergency Fund.
• Dwindling resources of the
United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, and of 25
American voluntary relief agencies aiding youth irs Europe and
Asia will be replenished by the
Crusade for Children of American
Overseas Aid-United Nations Appeal for Children which asks
$60,000,000 of Americans this
spring. Meanwhile, starvation is
an increasing reality to half the vItirin OF MALNUTRITION, this wan orphan is one of millions is
children of the world. It is in- Europe and Asia fighting against the ravages of tuberculosis, scurvy,
rickets—dread partners of starvation. Americans are helping them
creasing because:
in
Czechoslovakia had no rain for their desperate fight by supporting the Crusade for Children of American
Overseas Aid-United Nations Appeal for Children.
seven months last year, and as a
consequence, farm animals were
500 000 and 4,000,000 children a Appeal asking voluntary contrislaughtered for lack of feed, and 3„
the milk and food shortage is minimum daily 600-calorie meal butions for the International Chilwhich
means the difference be- &en's Emergency Fund, together
critical.
France, too, suffered drought, tween life and death. In those with the appeals of America's
with the same resultant slaughter countries alone, there are 60,- major voluntary foreign relief
of animals, shortage of milk and 000,000 children who are equally agencies,
Forty-five nations of the world
in need of this life-saving daily
cut in bread ratlent.
State expenditures also were inGreek
political conflict has meal—half the size of an Ameri- are cooperating in the United Na- creased, the tax fedwition said,
caused difficulties in supply, while can school lunch—but cannot get tions Appeal. Nations which are
long-term malnutrition shows in it because neither their own gov- too impoverished to collect money because of higher costs of operarickets,kauberculosie and stunted ernments nor the United Nations through the UN Appeal for the tion. The federation said there was
growthilif the children.
International Children's Emer- Children's Fund are sending prod- a 59 per cent increase in monthly
In Italy, poverty is everywhere, gency Fund have the resources to ucts such as desperately needed payrolls for state non-school emfish, cod liver oil, clothing.
the children rained and barefoot provide ii
Of the $60,000,000 goal of the ployes from October, 1940, to Octoand without milk. Last stocks of
This means that for every child American
campaign, more'than 70 ber. 1946.
milk are being used up for the who receives the survival-ra
tion per cent has been allocated to
feeding of 200,000 orphan chil- supplied by arrangemen
t
between
foreign relief projects directly
The Cieit-SerOice Assembly redren.
his government and the
Poland still shows the terrible Fund, 15 children stand Children's aiding children, and the balance ports that the percentage of fedin
a
specactivities
to
helping
children in- eral employes who are veterans or
destruction of war, streets still tral line of starvation
behind him. directly.
piled high with fragments of
The. brightest outlook is that the
Contributions of money from who are entitled to veteran prefhomes, farms devastated, food in- situation- will get
far worse before Americans, which will be con- erence has almost doubled in the
adequate, and tuberculosis a severe it gets better.
verted into food for the hungry, last two years.
threat to the children.
Its only chance for getting bet- medicine for the sick, clothing for
Two-thirds of the children of ter lies in immediate,
The assambly said 44 of every
generous, the naked and shelter for the
war cpuntries suffer from tuber- voluntary
100 federal employes have been
assistance.
homeless, may be given to local
culosis.
appointed through veteran preferAmerica's channel
Millions of these suffer other tance is the Crusadefor that assis- campaign committees in eoMmui
for Children nities where they haw been ence. In December, 1945, only 23
diseases of malnutrition.
of American Overseas Aid-United formed, or sent directly to na- per cent ot federal employes were
Many are literally starving.
Nations Appeal for Children.
tional headquarters of American in the GI category.
In 12 nations of Europe. the
This combined
International Children's . Emer- resents the United campaign rep- Overseas Aid-United Nations ApAbout 770,000 federal workets in
gency Fund is feeding between the world-wide States' share in peal for Children, 39 Broadway, :the continental U.S. now have
United Nations New York 6, N. Y.
veteran status. Ninety-five per cent
of them are men,

a
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No ovsor• espensivis. unhe•Ittiy pumping
and digging op of cietspeoh, sent.<
se•piige pools, grease
•nd clogged
lines.
Here's tlie most reliabl• sad latest method
te liquefy, dissolve arid saponify grease,
slusig•, hair, cloth •nd other org•nic'

This
*ad
NO
sary

modern chenlicel sesraniaes ciekk
ernxionf results in 12 to iS lows.
SHUTDOWN of pool or tank 11,11•COI.
whil• chensic•1 is worting.
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Calloway County Lumber Company
North Fourth Street

Phone 72

RECEIPT BOOKS
4 to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER Sc*TINI-ES
41111111111111MINEN=MMIIIMMIMIMIN

the White Sox and Embree, who
came from the Indians. are potential 20-game winners.
Also bidding for regular starting
idaerth are southpaw Tammy Byrne.
a I2-game winner with -KansaS
City last year. Vic Rasehi. who
won seven with the Yanks after
they bought him from Portland
in mid-season and-Dick Starr. a
rookie who won nine at Newark
in 1947.
Joe Page, of course, will be the
relief ace with Karl Drews, Frank
Hiller and Randy Gumbert ;fighting for the other berths( the
staff.

NOW THE BIGGEST
FORD TRUCKS UNEART
BIG JOB H!

PHONE 246
Don Keene, junior, heavyweight
contender, Thursday night in Paris.

USED,croliNg %Vs
•

For Top Value GUARANTEED USED
CARS at Lowest Possible Prices Come to
LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
- 1648 STUDt-BAKER Convertible, all extras.
1947 FORD,three-quarter ton Truck.

•
r
4.40•
441

1941 FORD Club Coupe.
1941 FORD Pick-up.
1941 FORD,2-door, new motor.

$4941'
DIN

1941 STUDEBAKER, 2-door Champion.
1939 FORD 2-door, new motor and tires.
1936 FORD 2-door, nice and clean.

Many Other Clean Used Cars to
Choose From
NOW

•

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars

a.

1 1.114siet

201 Maple

Phone 150

CLEANING UP BERLIN—American and British bulldozers, loaned to the Germans, clear
away rubble in front of the Reichstag building. Allied gear was used to help make the
city look presentable on the occasion of the recent commemoration of 100th anniversary
of Berlin's revolution.

_Civic News
By ALFRED I.EECH
United Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO tUTO—The policeman
on the beat is getting higher wages,
too.
The International City Managers' Association reperts. S that In
cities of more than 10,000 -Population the average police salary has
inreased 23 per cent ill. the last
three years.
The association says the public
also is getting better police protection. The number of police per unit
population hat increased, lightening the work load of the average
policeman and improving efficiency.
The 'association said qualifications for policemen have been
raised and that more cities have
put police retirement plans into
operation,
The annual cost of police protection to the average city-dweller increased to $6.17 last year. a rise of
22 cents, the association said.
Cities above 500,000 population
averaged $8.32 per capita for police
costs. Cities under 25,000 average
$3,35

BIGGER BY 43% OR
MORE!

and Micnigan, which borrowed
New York City has the higasest
money to pay vetgrans' bonuses.,,
paid reiratar pollee They get $3.900
yearly. New York's police chief gets
$13.500 and is the nation's highest
paid Alice executive.
The nation's capital is second to
New Ybrk in salaries. in Washington patrolmen get $3,398 yearly.
Toledo, .0., and Long Beach, Cal.,
Ti.. Sleek-Draught may bee that ••a. —
follow with $3,300
dopey feeling if the only reason you foil
'Reports from 877 cities showed that way Is because of constipation.,
Black-Draught, this friendly laxative, Is •
an average of 189 police for every usually prompt
and thorough when taken
1.000 residents, an increase of 4.4 as directed It coats only • penny or lese
a does. That's why it has been a bestper cent over 1946 The City Man- seller with four generations
If you are
agers' Asociation said there has troubled with such symptoms as loss Of
appetite. headache. upset stomach, flatubeen a 'steady upswing” in police lence. physical fatigue, elertpleasness,
mental haziness, bad breetti=errillf these
per capita since the war-time low symptoms
Sr. due only to constivatkon—
of 458 per 1,000 population in try Black-Dreught. Ovit 5 package today,;"
1945.

Can Black-Draught
help that dull,
dopey feeling?

State debts increased more than
$500.000,000 last year, chiefly because of bonus payments to veterans. acording to the. Federation
of Tax Administrators.
State debts now total $2.950,000.000, the federation reported. But
the total government debt dropped
last year for the first time since
the onset of World War II.
The federation said Bureau of
Census reports indicate that most
of the increase in state debt was
incurred in Illinois, Massachusetts,

Electric Wiring
and Service

Come In and learn about the bAggeist
trucks that ever rolled over our doorstep!

43% MORE RATED
CAPACITY!
F•8 BIG JOB
G.V.W. rating is

21,500 lbs., versus
15,000 lbs. for
previous biggest
for F-7.
... 19,000 lbs.

FORD Vej BIG JOBS

45% MORE
HORSEPOWER!
The 337 cu.
in. BIG

Brand NEW for '48

JOB V-8
14.5 h.p. correpor•d
to 100 h.p. oneilkes.ideBlillPIt
for pries4semAggig
Ford Truck
imointr.
,

The bigger your load, the better we like it!
'And why not? We've got two brand new Bones
!bait BIG JOBS . . . biggest Ford Trucks
ever built . . . to handle the situation. The
Series F-7 BIG JOB is rated at 19,000 lbs.
G.V.W.; Series F-8 at 21,500 lbs. G.V.W..Come
in and find out about these Titans of Truckdorn!
Price them for the surprise of your truck life!
Learn about the full line of over 139 new Ford
BOTIMS Bail: Trucks for '48, with new engines,
new cabs, new features throughout.
*110141Jii

A.B.C. Washers. A.B. Apartment Electric Ranges. Electric
Irons, and Small Appliances.

Ford BIG JOBS
for '48 or. the
Trucks ever boat.
How much biggerVggest Ford
they
illustrated in the
following comparison -sire is
biggest 1947 Fi,-1 T.
with the
,c1,

••kmiefiales sOvee a

54% MORE SPRING

60% MORE BRAKE
LINING ARIAL
Total lining area on
F-8 BIG JOB is

485
compared to 303 sq.
in. on biggest '47 sq. in.
brakes.
* * *

ndellNee Se mist is mewl es

sheerly dee"— Wearer

JONES ELECTRIC
SHOP

LOOK INI

Lynn Grove. Ky.

ANYTIME'

Boyd Jones, Owner

CAPACITY!

F-8 BIG JOB rear
spring capacity at
flection is 8,700 lbs.
normal deper spring.
5,650 lbs F-7
copacoy is 7,800 Previous high,
lbs.

Dealer invites you lo
lisle. to Me lied
All.. Shoo.
Sunday Eremite—
SSC network
th• Fore Theate,.
Sends?
network See sow
annasper lot hoveAffernoons—kiC
sod stanon

YowFord

Usu. to

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
Incorporated

211 Main Street

Telephone 170
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Woman's Association
Meets With Mrs.
Charlie Crawford

Social Calendar

The Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Chureh met
yesterday after000n at 2:30 with
Mrs Charlie Crawford at her home
on Olive.
In the absence of the president
Mrs Mary Brown, the meeting- was
presided over by Mrs L. E. Ludwick, past president.
A very inspiring devotional was
given by Mrs. Jessie Roger!.
During the business session plans
were dis:ussed for Presbyterial
which will be held at Fredonia
April 22-23
Any
lady in the
church win) wished to attend is
cordially invited.
Mrs. Crawford
was
program
chairman and gave a very interesting review of he magazine "Out
Reach" and strewed the Importance
of Our work in Korea and Siam"
and also of the "necessity of our aid
with the Indians in New Mexico."
This was followed by a talk by
Mrs. B. F Scherffius who in her
very graceful manner gave her
view of 'Religion In The News"
as
-she gathered it Srom the latest religious literature.
A delightful frozen salad course
was served by the hostess.
The next meeting will be held
with Mrs. F. D McConnell.

Wednesday. April 7
A pot luck supper will be given
at the College Presbyterian Church
beginning at 6.30 in honor of the
new members. The entire congregation is invited to attend.

WEDNESDAY, APRII; 7, 1048

Activities. Locals
Weddings

Office for Food mod Food Corisorrotim .fralosts:

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
Sao.Wheal.' Says Maze SavothePoses/
•

Thursday April 8
The Young Matrons Group will
meet at 7 30 at the Desciple Center with Mrs. E. L Noel

WEDNESDAY PEACE PUTE

me, C two.

•••

Loris Raymopd has come to
This is the season for buying roll In the &killing' turning UAW gold..
"The fish all started singing, and
New York with dreams of a musi- the birds all began swimming.
lamb—and whether your purchase en brown on all aides. Add watitr—only
"
about
‘-*
cup—cover
tightly
and cook
cal career but, after several
goes easy on your food budget or for about lty
Loris laughed. "Well for Pete's
hours in a moderate
months, she has fatted to get a sake, be careful after this!"
gives it a bad wallop depends on 4325•Fi until tender. During the oven
last
The Business and Professional
Job and is in desperate financial
the cut you buy. For in a large 45 minutes of cooking, add peeled potaGroup of the First Christian Church
toes and baste occasionally so they are
straits. Carey Carson. a young '14HEY sped along a wide road
eastern city recently, lamb breast a
rich
brown
and
will meet at 7:30 in the home of
would-be architect, Is also bad,'
or shank cost only 15 cents a Juices.. Serval a- Savored he the meat
that now and then bordered the
Mrs. R. D Langston, 422 S 5th
in need of a job. They meet often Sound. About ten miles
pound, less than • fourth the cost
MENU SUGGESTTORII, Serve glared
from Potat an employment agency and
St Miss Ruth Ashmore is Chairmap.
of rib chops—priced at 65 cents a carrots to add color, and for a salad
tersplace, they saw a roadhouse
have a combination of greens tossed
become good friends. Then, the being repainted and
pound.
shined
up.
with French dressing. Ofv• the dress
manager of the agency, Sam
"M ay be we can go there for
Executive Board meeting of MurThe lean meat from the cheaper Ind added rest by seasoning with horseMurphy.
tells
them
summer
a
of
radish.
Have
dancing when it opens," said Casey.
broiled grapefkult with a
ray Woman's Club ;gtli be at 3:00
cuts is just as high in nutritive center of green
Job for a young married couple "How about it?"
mint jelly tor • light
pm .at the Club House.
value as the lean meat from the dessert.
as caretakers on the Long Island
"It would be fun," said Loris.
chops
And while it is not as
estate of a wealthy old bachelor. "Heavens, I can't
FOOD TIPS: There's a thiiff7",
remember the
fievorsome. it is good eating it way to buy
Roland
Potter,
The Wesleyan Service Guild of
who
going
is
away
grapefruit and the
last time I danced."
prepared by a good cook.
on a yacht cruise. Murphy sugcareful buyer will make her own
the First Methodist Church will
"Nor can 1."- Carey -glanced at
gests that Carey and Loris marry the girl beside
Today's Peace Plate features selection at the grocer's to be sure
meet with Mrs. R. L. Ward at 7:30..
him. "/'11 bet you
temporarily in order to get the dance like
breast of lamb, stuffed with sau- she has the flr711 juicy fruits which
nobody's business."
Mrs Dick Winebarger will be pelsJob.
They
agree
to
plan
the
on
a
sage and braised, so that ft comes are so good to eat.
"I'm not so worse. if I do say so
gram leader.
strictly business basis. A few days as shouldn't!" Loris
to your table with that appetizing
It's best to pick the grapefruit
laughed.
later,
they're
married,
then
are
She felt oddly carefree. She
blending of flavors you set
Tammany. Ajwil 13
from that are heavy for their siae. The
introduced to Mr. Potter. lie likes loved the
sausage
open
air,
the
light
and
smell of the
lamb. It's an unusual
weight fruit generad7 have
Harold Glenn Doran. vice-pressthem and hires (hens. The next sea, the blue of
combination, too, one that lends thicker skin and are likely to be
the sky.
dent of the Peoples Bank. former
day. he drives therm out to his
"Then it's a date!" said Carey.
originality to your menus just as pithy or less juicy than the heavy
place and leaves them there.
Murray State College student. Will
"We dance just as.soon as the place
tt saves you money.
fruit. Avoid fruit which feels
speak to the Murray chapter of
opens.'
flabby
or
has
wrinkled
skin.
BREAST
And
OF LAMB WITH
CHAPTER VIII
AKIJ'W on the subject, ''Current
Lo
-iTs nodded. and canned: it
avoid, too, the fruit which has a
SAUSAGE
HE next few days were busy would be fun dancing with Carey.
Economic Trends.- at 7:30, in the
pointed stem end for it's apt to
iss pseud breast at lamb
fact,
In
it
was
doing anything
fun
ones
Home Economic
mean
for
Loris
and
Carey.
p thick skin. Look also for
Department of
44 Fem.,/ sa•sag•
with him. How remarkably they
sign; of decay or a soft area
Wilson Hall. Miss Lula Clayton
ile•r. salt, popper
rhey fatniiiarized themselves got
along
together!
But maybe
• tab!eee
around the stem end.
• ••
drippings
Beale. chairman of the
with the layout of the house, she had better knock wood. She
Social
4 median anise Walesa
As a rule, large grapefruit cost
I. E Kerley is in New York
decided on what days to clean did so.
Pave the meat dealer bone the lamb
on Studies Committee of AAUW will
Sere id the lamb with sausage. roll and more per pound than the small
be in charge of the program.
buisiness.
- what rooms, and how much
U. or skewer: dredge with
TWILIGHT was slipping in and
deur and ones. So usually it's more thrifty
mariams with salt and Detmer.
leisure they could give themCook th. to buy the smaller
A out of the grounds around Potselves for music and drawing. tersplace. when they
The Texas Tornado, Wrestles
returned
Then there were the feeding there. They carried their bundles
Thursday night in Parts
NOTICE
'
,
through
in
the
periods
rear
door, and
for
canaries
the
and
The - Zeta Deipnriment of the
the fish, and the days when placed them in the kitchen..
Woman's Club agishessZoneirmounce
"Hungry?" asked Loris.
the cages and aquariums were
its Benefrt card Party which Will
"I'm always hungry out here."
begin atsre:30 Friday. April 16, at
said Carey.
Hollywood (UPI— A movie pro- to be scrubbed:"
The Mothera Club of the New the Club
"There's going to be plenty for us
"Then suppose we fix the steak
House.
ducer-director believes the movie
Concord community
met Friday
Pinnochle. Rummy. Bridge and scenes you remember best are the to do," said Carey. "But I'm glad. just as soon as we've fed the birds
evening. April 2, at 2.30 p.m. with
and
fish."
other card games will be enjoyed ones that show (he glamorous star It'll be a big relief having an incentive for getting up in the
15 members present
A little later in the big kitchen.
•
. Admission will be 50c per person diving eagerly into a plate of mornings.
they
worked side by side. Carey
"
Mrs. Kirby Jennings. the pregi- I and the proceeds will go toward
food.
"And what a joy to get up in the broiled the steak. Loris prepared
dent. was in charge of the m iing. the $50.00 the Zeta Department has
the mushrooms. They opened a can
You can leave
t the cltnchas country!" said Loris.
The program was as foll s.
Specializing in Lawn
agreed to donate to the hoapital.
Then there was the business of of asparagus, and unwrapped an
with the leading man. Lloyd Bacon
The High School, no sang
-getting the little car into good apple pie.
thinks The clinches the moviegoer shape. Carey
Mower Sharpening
"Shall we eat in the dining room
spent nearly a whole
"Have Thine Own.,^Way-, Bible
likes are the ones with the big sIn7 going over it. dusting. polish- or out here?" Loris asked, when
reading and praymiwas led by Mrs.
thick
stellk.
North Fourth
ing, and giving the engine a thor- everything was ready.
Lourelle Ir,nrrest. 'Mrs J A. Out"Out here," said Carey. "It's sort,
Bacon's.food 'fad has almost ough overhauling.
land made an interesting talk on
"How about a drive to the vil- of cosy and homelike. The Male*
reached the pcilrif where he picks
having preoichool children sleetsaid to Loris, on their room's too formal. We'll save that
his menus before he picks his lage?
M1111 nalect s before entering
four
for celebrations."
y at Pottersplace.
school next April 7. Wecinesciay—Chapel
stars He doesn't know whom has
fall, " It was decided that a Health April B. Thursday—
"What sort of celebrations?"
Men's 8 Ounce
love it," said Loris. "I want
Senior recital— going to get MP his next picture.
ob
"Oh. birthday. maybe. Surely
our
a
money
order
to send to
..
mac would be conducted at the'
8:15 in recitalhall
'The Glittering 14th." for instance. my landlady for my back rent."
of us will have a birthday beone
next meeting: the first Friday. in April 9, Friday—Campus
Religious but he does know all about the
"Reckon I'll buy a money order fore the summer is over."
May. All mothPrs art asked to
Sanforized Shrunk
council
scenes which the characters pre- too," said Care y. "My landlady
"I won't," said Loris."I was born
bring their children then for small
High ori.eini Back
Dr. D. F. Fleming. Vanderbilt pare, contemplate, talk about eat, could use some back rent."
in February."
p.,x vaccioation.
"And
I was born in April." said
.
professor will speak to I.R.C. and dawdle over food.
Sizes 30 to 42
•
PON reaching LAndenbrook. Carey. "Darn! Well, we'll have to
_ _The group wai_entertairzed witha
at 7:00 pm, college atistitoriinn
Bacon has kept detailed notes of
they decided to do some Mar- celebrate our anniversary."
game led by • Miss Erin MontDistrict F.F.A. Field day-9:00- scene-by-scene audience reactions
"What anniversary?"
keting also. They had been buying
gomery. A song. , Do Your Lars
3.00
to his own and
other ifirtures. what they needed each day from a
"Wedding. You know — each
1149
Hang Low." was taught by Mrs. April IS, Saturday
—Campus Religi- They have led him to adopt a little crossroads store not far from month!"
Cilia
Grogan.
Pair
ou.s council
Loris said nothing. She bent forrigid policy of at least two or Pottersplace. but things cost leas in
The roll was called by Mrs Ed- Aprll IL Sunday—C
ward to cut the steak. Carey
ampus Religi- three eating scenes in all future the village.
ward Curd
At the next meeting
"Lot's blow ourselves.- said watched her, admiring the way the
ous ccuncil
productions.
•
. veryone will answer with a Bib- Aprfl 14.
Carey, "and get a thick steak. Or light did fetching things to her
Wednesday—Spring vacaEating Agoras
do
you like your steak thin? Most blonde hair.
.c111 quotation
tion starts at close of the day's
'The psychology is simple. Foodi girls
do. I hear." "You know something?" he said.
The meeting via 'concluded with
is
a
pleasant
classes
idea." Bacon said "It
"No. I like mine thin k." said
"Several things." said Loris."But
refreshmerts served in the new April 19.
is
an
axiom in the publishing bus- Loris. "And not too well-done."
Monday—Classes resume.
not Just how many mushrooms you
-inch room. Those serving were
iness that long enough and fre"Gosh, a girl after my own want."
Mrs. Dart Hart and Mrs. Boyce Me"Plenty! What I mean, Loris is
quent enough eating • sequences will
Cuiston All mothers are urged to
heart
T
h " bought the steak. They also that I was thinking how swell it
They
sell any book.
join to make New Concord a bet- Most of the top newspaper col- got some mushrooms and onions. would be If all this were real."
Pii0Na
"We'll have our own onions be"Real?" Loris looked up. "It ts."
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky umnists
ter school
gets on the subject of food fore the summer
"I mean if we actually owned
is over." Carey
College of Agriculture and Home frequently
•'•
Most magazines have said,"but I'm hungry for some now. this place." Carey went on. "And
Murra• K• RFD 5
Economics.
food departments Cookbooks are Many a time I've said. if I ever got were—well, in love—facing life toWith the first reasonably warm
Motor auneup. Starters.
always.among the best sellers.
on my financial legs again. I was gether—until death do us part."
days. the first insects will start com"Pass your plate." said Loris.
--Audiences are always impress- going to gorge myself on steak
Generators ( arburetors.
ing These will be the green worm ed by eating
smothered
Carey sighed. "You certainly'can
in onions and mushscenes even when
Magnetos and Rebuilt
and
knock
lice,
on
the romance right out from
rabbage
end the Colei- they aren't pleasant Remember
Group I of the Woman s Council
r°°
"
Motors
Ins
Let
'
'
.
s
forget
times
under
like
rado
a fellow."
those.
beetles
and
black fleabeetres Charles Laughton's portrayal of
of the First Christian Church met
Carey," said LCITIS. -I went through
"Then eat your steak and get'
on potatoes.
Henry VIII. The part that stands tJsn. too—living on peanut butter back your equilibrium." Loris reTuesday afternoon at 2:30 in the
The cabbage green worm comes out is the Way he tossed the
socnal rooms of the church
torted "And please remember.
bones and crackers.
-When their purchases were all Carey. that this is a game of let's
Mrs H. C Corn, chairman. pre- :hortly in the wake of the familiar over his shoulder."
*Even movie romance frequently made. Carey suggested that they pretend. JuSt that, and nothing
sidad over the business session and white-and-yellow 'butterflies' that
take a drive about the country be- more. You married me for a job.
the devotional was given by Mrs go bobbing about, and drop eggs is associated with food.
fore going home. Loris, business- and—"
as they touch the leaves of the cab"Any time the gal accepts :he
C H Redden
like,
looked at her watch and said
"And don't forget you married
Guest speaker for the afternoon hage This chevsing insect is killed boy's invitation to dine in a little she supposed they could spare the me for the same reason," Carey
by
poison,
not
one
of
the
Italian
arsenates,
resturant
with
was Mrs Warren S Swann, who
reclehecked lime.
cut in.
reviewed the book "Behold The however but the -safe" insetcid.s tablecloths and candles stuck in
"Only we mustn't be late to feed
"I won't!" said Loris. more
rtenone
The
best
way
sharply
wine
is
than she intended. "See
canaries
clueing,
the
bottles,"
and
the fish."
he said. -you can
Man" by Triyokiko Kagasva
with a strength of three-fourths of can be sure romance is about
Carey
chuckled.
that
you don't!"
"Funny
thing—
Fifteen members and one guest
to
I dreamed the other night that we
one —per cent of rotenone. as most bloom."
enjoyed refreshments served by the
(To In continued)
There's one place where Bacon made a mistake and gave the bird
hoineases Mrs Oltie Barnett, Mrs prepared dusts have The first apseed to the fish, and the fish food (The characters in this serial are
plication-should be made ..hen the draws the line.
B F Schroeder and Mrs. C. H.
to ..twhehabtirds"
fictitious)
"butterflies" first come, then re"No picture of mine." he swore
-Redden
happened?" Loris asked.
Copyright. 1942. by Arcadia Houw. Inc
peated once or twice 10 days apart. "will denote the passage of time
• • •
by
To make the control of this insect showing an empty plate"
an late cabbage canter, cabbage
easier. cabbage stubs should .be pulled when heads are cut, to get-rld_
repertoire_of re_a_tcm/klieg,_Iacatql:
-breeding prices.
id are "Remember," "Memories,"
Livern Williams.'April
'Just a Memory." "Memory Lane"
Cabbage lice .are sucking insects,
Sue Mohundro, April 6
POPULAR MUSIC
and others iViCtom.
o
Group Ill of the Woman's Coun- whose sign. - is the curium of the
Lavern Williams. April 7
"Love Notes from Andy,Restiell"
.or the stunting of the entire
cil of the First Christian Church leaves
NEW YORK sti41-0---A nilw twoKathryn Glover, April 4.
is another rather sticky collection
met at 2.30 yesterday m the home plarnts. Rotenone dust is the control,
awned and
Danny Mack Birtzell, April, 10:
record album which should prove centaining "Dearly Beloved"
"Tim
1 of Mrs. Ed Filbeck with tigas. Fil- given whenever Iscreare seen.
Evelyn Lon Kirkland. April 15.
popular at parties, -Down the Marvelous for Words." "T'he Very
For the Colorado - beetle. an erica1 beck and Mrs. Kale'. Kali as hosBy
tive dust is made of calcium arsenHatch." has been issued by Must- Thought of You" and five others
teases.
Sod by reason A being Protected,
!Capitol o
Mr. and Mrs. James
Mrs. L. M. Overbey. chairman. ate and lime. 1.part to 6.- by weight.
craft. Sherman Stewpot and the
against them. potatoes have made
Heath
I presided and Mrs. ,J H. Coleman However, this is only partly efStimulated Six anonymously kid
fective againSt the black fleaticallo .improved yields of sometimes a
Singles:
gave the devotional. Mrs. George
their way tivrough four numbers
which always comes at the same quarter-crop. "Wettable' DDT. 50
A.rt Mooney's Orchesitra again
Bart, speaker, discussed ..' Our Serwhich
hilariously
recourlt
the
time as the Colorado beetle For percent strength, should he used
vice Through Christian Literature."
foibles of drinking. The funniest tries out the successful 'Four Leaf
fleabeetles (and for any other to -make a liquid spray, but five
- Following the program refreshpiece is "The Guy at the End of the Clover" style on "Baby Fare"
chewing insect on potatoes the new percent prepared dust does well alHoagy
inents
Carmichael
Bar.were served to
thirteen poison DDT is an
For
so
making
spray.
two level
a
ideal control.
Always a Good Cup of members araf the Nests Mrs Hart
Decca has Come up with a new
tablespoons of the "wettable- DDT
a
I
i arid Rev. Robert Jarman.
Cake
should be stirred per gallon of wa- album idea. -Songs of Our Times."
•• •
ter, or when larger amounts of spray a series of 27 volumnes. will cover
Benton tioad at
Moving pictures of gardening
are to be used, on. pound of the the best and most typical songs of
City Limits
'were shown 4-H club members,
50 percent material with 50 gallons each year from 1917 to 1943 The
What to do for woman's oldest problem.
leaders and parents in 11 Casey
editor and historian of the series. funetIonal
of water
monthly pain? Many•Mid and
county communities
Louis
Untermeye
r,
announces the woman has found the answer In CARThe first spraying is given when
DUI'S
2-way
help. You see. CAROM may
theme
is
recapture
"to
the potatoes are from 2 to 4 inchea
our moods
make things
easier tor you In either
tall and three more should follow, of yesteryear " The first issued of two ways:lots
(11 started 3 days before
10 days apart 13i use of DDT, the 1927 and 1930 albums of four rec- -your time and taken as directed on the
potatoes set on much earhea and ords each, played by Bob Grant's label, it should 'help relieve functional
periodic pain, 121 taken throughout the
ma the leaves are kept unirjured. and Ted Straeterat .rirchestras re- Month like
a tonic, It should improve your
TRY US
the vines stay green sometimes as spectively. fill the bill admirably.
appetite, aid digestion, and thus help
Tommie Conyers,
build up resistance for the trying days to
much as tWu weeks longer than
Vaughn Monroe's new album
Phone 615
CARD111 Is scientifically prepared
normally, "the tubers making size -Down Memory Lane" is a senti- come.
and setentific•Ily tested If you suffer ''at
mental dish sovering the entire those certain limes', get CAltill.3
all the while.
today.

monotones his way through "For
Every Man There's a Woman" in
a rather oriental falitile(f (Dacca).
. . . Dennis Day liftsihis silvery
tenor on two quietly Pleasant ballads "If It Were Easy to Do" and
"A Few More Kisses" (Victor).
.
Red Ifigles proves that his 1947
success was no flash in the pan
with a successful take off of an
old ..tigne revival meeting, 'Cigarettes, Whiskey. and Wild, Wild
Women" (Capitol). .
Gracie Fields does a good job of
singing on both "Red Sails in the
Sunset" and "Au Revoir" (London). . . .Billy Daniels sings pleasantly with Jerry Jerome's Orchestra on "Thal Old Black Magic" and
"Cove's a Likely Thing" (Appolo).
. . The Ravens Quartet harmonize
on "There's No You". and "Togdlher" (National). .
_ Dick Haymes combines with the
Andrews Sisters for "My.Sin" and
"Titesa"
(Deceit)
Frankie
Sinatra's latest is 'We Just Couldn't Say Good-Bye" and "But None
Like You" (Columbia).
. —David C. Whitney.

.Thirty-one 4-H club members it)
Washington county hate 48 bead of
calves on feed, breaking earlier records. *

See Mr. America in Paris, Thursday night.
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NURSERY
FLORIST&GIFT SNOPPE
800 0LIVE—P140Nr: 5611-1

Japanese War Brides
Barred in Australia
CANBERRA. Australia (U.P.)—
No Australian, whether soldier or
civilian, who—marries-a—Japanese
woman will be allowed to bring
her to Australia, the government
ffrl,it•E'a Sit Vq!
4,'
\t,s_si 5 '
has ruled.
The federal minister for immiVARSITY THEATRE
gration, A. A. Calwell, said "if an
Australian soldier wants to live "It's A Wonderful Life":
with the Japanese wife, he could. (2 Res. 6 Min.)
do so in Japan." •
Feature Starts: . 1:13-3:40-6:07-8.34.
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New Concord Mothers
Club Plans Health
Clinic In May

He said 'no obstacles will be
placed in his way of getting pussport facilities to leave Australia."
woman whose
"islo Australian
son or husband is buried in New
Guinea or some. other Pacific battlefield will have'`her feelings outraged by any Australian- who would
flaunt a Japanese woman before
her eyes," Calwell said.
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PATRICIA MARSHALL

RAY McDONALD_ MEL TORME

raper & Darwin

McCUISTON'S
Auto Electric
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DONNA REED

"IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE"

Group III Has Meet
Yest,erday in Home of
W. Ed Filbeat

Happy Birthday%

Tobacco Canvas
at
Drastically Reduced
Prices
•

Record-Reviews--

i

I

Wolves end girls say j
'thanks'for 2-way help 1

HAYS & FIELDER
Quality
Foods

Have You Eaten at the BUS STATION
CAFE Lately?
own,,,r

STEWART

. THE GARDEN

BUIE BIRD
GRILL
Operated

Good Eats At All
Times

Fri4

ENDING WEDNESDAY
JAMES

Group I Meets In
Church, Yesterday

•
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JOAN- McCRACITN

1(oth and Main

1:

KY. AA.GRADE, 12 ft. wide
Square yard

1
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and Save Money

Paris, Thurs.
KIRBY

For Sale
PULLORUM

VACUUM -CLEANERSIf it's Kirby,
it's the Best. Phone 11204. 708
Main.
A8

! Services Offered

Sales and Service.

PASSED

CHICKS

I CROSSWORD PUZZLE
s

ACKOSS

i 651
•

Ft /l11.11

ERS1 888

300-Part ol step
32-Kind uf bean
37-God of •ar
35-Kind of cloth
37 -Gods of the •
household
39,-1'o atop
43 -Title ,
44-Stock certificates
45 -insin•n offklal
47-Sloven
48-To build a

Cling 1.0ood, who finished as it rui.
visiting his -patents Mr. and Mrs.
ner-up so often they called hin:
Doc Douglass of Murray, Route 5.
*Number Two Wood.;
I'll ring off for thls time as newr-------- -But the brassie guy made it all .Hello everybody everywhere. Ohs
up by finallY cracking through at Lone Hand is back with 'more news. is scarce. So long until next time.
-Lone Hand Augusta for MA first Major victory.
Mrs. Bytha Self visited all Thurs_ And _that's where -Lloyd-- -Man.
grum first gave evidence of future day morning with, her sister-inAshes of wood, soft coal and hard
greatness when he fired a 64 which law, Mrs. Juanita Self.'
coal are all
valuable to loosen
Roy
Ellison
still - stands as the course record.
and Pete Self were
heavy clay soil, but it is best to let
callers of Richard Self Wednesday
Something
dramatic
seems
stiff coal ashes weather for a
to
.seaevening.
happen every time they play
it. In
son, to get rid. of toxic substances.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Walker and ' All
the first'. one, in 1934. Wood looked
legumes, including lupins and
-in" when
Smith
sank, a 20-foot son Billy visited Mr. and Mrs. Rich- sweet peas as well as garden
peas,
putt for a- birdie which beat the ard Self and children Friday even- do better when inoculated
with otre
ing.
blond bomber.
•
•
of the preparations
which
help
Roy Ellison has been plowing them secrete nitrogen
-And the next year they were confrom the soil.
and
soots,
gratulating
be
ready
to
plant
Craig
his
again When
chunky Gene Sarazen hole,c1 out a crops.
Paul Stanlee, Mr. America,
in
Little Billy Ray Self. who has Paris. Thursday night.
220-yard spoon shot for a double
been suffering from a badly burned
1.agle two on the par five, 485
yard
15th to tie Wood and beat him
it is estimated that alfalfa
sub- hand, is better how. He is the- son
acerage
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Self.
sequently in a playoff.
in Powell county will be doubled
•
. Mr. and Mrs Pete Self and daugh- over The 1947 average.
It was Smith in '36 with_ a 50-foot
chip into the. cup; Nelson picking ters visited Mr and Mrs. Joe Walup 'six strokes hi two holes on ker and family Sunday afternoon. tlet
Ralph Guldahl to cop in 731.." Henry .Mrs. Ruby Fulcher, Miss Ethel
storming down die stretch and - ,hue Ed Fuleher and Misses
in '38. and Guldahl going the last Ruth and Margie Fulcher and their
friends Elmus Morris and Toby
nine holes in 33'to win in 1939.
eSummerized
Demaret walked off all by him- Runyon were supper guests of Mrs
self, finikhing four strokes . ahead and Mrs. 'Richard Self and family
in 1940. And, to everybody's satis- last Sunday evening.
a We Pick Up and Deliver
Ethel Fulcber is ill with a
faction Wood won in 1961 and
gained _the tri(•nnd impetui-to--cop-4kke cold.
Misses Ruth and Margie Fetcher
open. 'Nelson and Hogan gave the
gallery real golf in a 1942 playoff. and Elvnus Morris and Toby RunLord Byron laid 'ern in the rough yon visited in Concord Sunday
PHONE 879
He
ffin
rm
o an
o
. Douglass of
as he gained five shots on Hogan in afte
11 holes. although Hoean went that
Michigan is
Across.from Postoffice
far one under par.
Hogan missed his chance in 1948
wile i:ile three-Putted the 18th to
Gatti second to Herman Keiser.
Is a Problem That Our 21 Years In
Business Can Help You Solve
And then last year.. the happy.
Bookkeeping
ENABLE US TO SELL AT
carefree Demaret. seemingly withSaliJamen
THE PRICES QUOTED
out a worry in the world, proved
„ Radio Advertising
the most popular champion of all.
One. Prier's TodaN At Store Door Or Delivered
In Quantity Lets
--So-, maybe not of all. For as -the
100 Lbs.
100 La.'
3b.94
stars steer the little white ball
16% Dairy Feed
.... 4.15
Wheat Bran
- the demanding layout, 24";,, Raley Feed
4.90
Wheat Mixed Feed .
3'4
you'll hear them all ask:
::3•;•,:,„ Dairy Feed
-------5.10
.
Soft Wheat Shorts -------4.
23
44
Hog Supplement Iess
"How's Bobby titling?"
5.65
Dixie Horse Feed
•
Pig & Sow Supplement 35% 5.25
Its the grant slant gu)'s one-a211% Laying Mash •
5.11 S
Hog Fattener 17%
slihr comebackr
4.95
20s1, Chick Starter
'
-and
5.50
'
cven- for the
Tankage se%
.
6.75
headliners it's really something to
Poultry Fattener
4.85
Meal Serape 541%
6.25
Rabbit Pellets. 25 lbs.
see.
1.10
Soya Meld
,.
4.851
('alt Pellets. 25 lbs.
1.80
Cotton Seed Meal
4.75
2 Bu. Bag Corn
5.50
Crushed Ear' Corti
Christian county fisriller,' have
3.W
5111-lb. Block
.60
Scratch ,Grain
4.95
purchased 63 copies' Of the KenSalt. 1110 lbs.
1.25
Lucky • Farm Account Book. .
OPEN 7:00 A. M.
CLOSE 5:09 P. M.

Vountam View News

ROWLAND Refrigeration Service.
N
I-tir'
and grow fast. U. S. MILLER
I--Sheep I Cr,
TIRE SPECIAL-6.001(16-- All makes. Money back guaranDORIEZ L;71
;
1c-tUDZ1
4-Chinese lea
Approved. Different breeds. Hat412.39 exchange. Guaranteed good tee. 12 years experience. Phone
1-Arabia 'poet 1
OMEIU
MAri,
ching days. Istondays and Thurs12-To cut
as money will buy. Other sizes. 9934
FUEIIIMpt..45114P2
M5c 13- Tooth
days. Book your order early ,to
Cable Motor Co.
14- Wigwam
A22c
avoid disappointment. Heavy cock10B WELDING, farm equipment, 15-Rubbers
IINNWF/OW
17-Stripa of cloth
erels available. Murray Hatch- PASTRIES and TEA ROLLS, spec- and mach,ine welding.
C-11.4t3rA
Boat trail- 18- Brook
ery.
A20c ial orders on pies-Ward-Outland ers made-Murray Machine and 19-00,006eous
"
20-Lucifer
fltre[Meat
4
Bakery. Phone 850.
A8c Tool Co. Phone 338.
21 -Behind
A8c
49 -To •i ray
FOR SALE-•rhor wringer type
24 -Brief
tall In drop*
51-Ftequires
washing machines, $134.95. Thor FOR SALE: Funk dc Sons Drouth MATTRESSES Innerspring and cot- 213 -To
27 -Policeman
52-Crimson
MU [134M Ail
automatic. $199.50, dish washer Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn.'Treat- ton. All kind of mattress work by
olani
63-Guided "
unit for Automagic, 969.50-Bar- ed to resist Corn Bore and the old established mattress mans
I
2 3
i•I
5
1
6
6
4
nett & kerley, next to Bank of Ear Worm. Special numbers adap- Pick up and del. Work guranteed
10 11
1-To consecrate
Murray.
A8c ted for Kentucky up-land and bot- Paris Mattress Company - A. MI 1.
2-La rge,artery
19
3
tom soils. Both Yellow and White. Bell, Paris, Tenn.
•
• '
A16c
3-Separate
4-Les' dirty
N UNLOADING SALE-Mercury tri- No other hybrids excell in pro•6
:5
,
11
5-Danger
•cles, 12"-$8.35, 16"-$9.35. 20" duction. We stock all needed num- HOUSEHOLD and COMMERCIAL
4 is-poi Lc..
7- Odor
p
Radio Flyer wagons, regus bers. Funk & Suns. Handled by refrigeration. Sales and service.
El
8-Bored out
lar
s-com.v into clew
10.95-$7.95-Bilbrey's Car the following merchants: L. F. Phone 1087. 100 N. 4th St.V
10-Honey Maker
2.:
21
22 3
and Ho e Supply.
A8c Thdrmond, Murray; John Grogan, West Kentucky Electric Co. A8c
11-Aff.r.Fativs
G
18-Chair
Shilo; Ralph
McDaniel, Dexter; WE SPECIALI
ZE
COUNTRY
in
19-Untried
STILL FU
RING CALLOWAY Rhea & Wright, Wiswell;
Young- HAM, steaks, chops and
21-Beasts of burden
plate
County as des
bed below: Rough
iStri
blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto
r :-..e 2.
31432
,,(3°
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
23-Secret agent
Lumber-Poplar
oak.
All Farris, Pottertown; L. L.
25-Goes by car _
Housden, Rudy's Restauran
...--.K
AA
lengths. Uniform
14 :7'ST
t
If
/
widths and Penny; Ray Lassiter,
2'T-Co* en
Hazel M5c
26-Nati,. metal
thickness. Accurately
wn. See
29-Thoughtfu1 .
SEE
US
PLUMBIN
FOR
HEATG,
4
./ '?•;
" WO ,
1 .. 141
4•John A. Nance, Nance
oz., kew FOR SALE-Allis-chalmers 60 har31-Early king Of
ING, sheet metal, roofing and HotEngland
.......1
'Concord. Ky.
A9p vester. A-1 condition. Can be
,,,,/ ,....
34-Glided
point appliances. H. E. Jenkins.
38-Flesh
seen at Gibbs' Store at Hubert
Z./
phone
02.-Allodan
498-J.
SILEX and CORY Glass Co
ce for
A7c
,..ri
•-i5 'it'
Barnes.
A7p
waste ipl
Maker Repair Parts. We have
40-Pert to area
EXPERT
WATCH
REPAIRIN
G
_
_.
___
41-TO
hit tennis ball
:complete Line of these repair parts.
IMMEDIATE • DELIVERY_42-Ancient eharlatHave your watch cleaned, oiled.
•..
-Douglass Hardwarflai.
culvert and Wiveivay ti 44-Dry
Ak
and
regulated for
AP
perfect time
'52
45-Sea tad
*
Concrete Products. East
48-River In
keeping-all for $2.75 plus postCOAMERCIAL REFRIGERATION Highwa'y.
England
Phone 324.
Billc age and insurance. Quick Service.
Ws. Iv•andkrwinate liamilWes. U.
•-Any type for any purpose. See
47-Tbat •isinan
Mail
for
estimate
ROY
to
WADE.
our line before you make a pur- FOR SA
ne Ii Fai•mall Tracchase. Special discount on home tor. Practically „brand new. Plow, Jeweler, Clinton Street, Hickman.
Ky.
A2lp
• freezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone disc and cultivalaar, 3 practically
, •,
135.
'
,Few 12" and DESTROY TERMITES. Free
.
_ Al3c new corn planters.
in• •
By
OSCAR
FRALEY
14- bottom pleas because
it's
a
finer
test of 'golf and
Motor
speetion. All work guaranteed.
FOR SALE-'-Milk cows. See ClifUnited Press Spurts Writer
you've got a .really great field to
Sales, Mayfield, Ky.'
'•••
Allp Reasonable
prices.
References
ton Parker. 4 miles cast of Murbee."
Dernaretsnid. • •
furnished._ Frank McKiney. P. 0. 'NEW YORK, April 7 ‘1.113)-The
A7p FOR SALE-Ford coupe, 1937.
ecrt..inly it‘is all of that. There
Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
A23p golfing pantry are touting the
body condition, heater, radio, m
old are no Johnny-come-latelies
in this
tor overhauled. See, Bob Johnson
ILL ,ELECTRIC COMPANY one-two of tfie tees. Byron Nelson crew. Every man Jack -in the f
at Swann Dormitory of Murray
Toss from Postoffice. All types and Ben Hogan, 'as they -warm up is capable of makinr
cour.aCollege.
' A9c of 'Wiring and Electrical supplies.
today for Thursday's opening of the look like t: ininiature-end "Lt the;
Phone' 79.
A7c Masters. and they may be
rarely do.
FOR SALE -One,110 foot lid or two
overlookThere's a 'good .reason for that.
60 foot tote, 123 feet deep. Facing EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SER- ing the best bet of all in the gay
The great Bobby-Jones took a lot of
east on corner of _
13th Street and VI&Jo
n years experience. guy named Jimmy Demaret.
Genial James just happens to be them apart in his day, but iitsbilllt
Wells Drive. See Lloyd Workman qUalifies. me tosextend to you the
the defending champion, and the -this one. It's on the sitedlf the first
or Call 582-W.
A9c best sewing m*hine
service
available. Have yotk,, old treadle only two-time winner along with nursery in the South'and the world
converted into a new tyle. cab- Nelson and Horton Smith. And famed - Seettish architect, Dr. Alisduring the southern swing Demaret
21LieKenzie. found a good runinet electric.
Prices relietable
Satisfaction guaranteed.Jelephone might have miffed the U.S.G.A. ning mate in gine% when they 'put
fathers by asaerting that he'd rather the course together.
-00ht'T FORGET our Auto Auction 11204. 708 Main
M-W-F c win the Masters
than cop the na-.
They've only staged the Masters
Sale every Saturday beginning at
Ilona! open.
•
11 times, Out already the tourna10:30, rain or i.hine. $2.00 if they
Frankle Hill. the 'man with the
"I'd' sooner come out on. top- _at ment ia-knee
Ill N. 3rd st.
Marra.. Keniackv
deep insitititsrp.--don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
aleeper hold, in Perla, :Thursday
Telephone
Augusta than I would in the open
Twice it broke the heart of blond
Originators Of Quality Home Mi xed Feeds hi (Salto% ay County
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange DOGWOOD WANTED: Will pay
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville 840.00 for rick of 160 cubic feet, cut
NANCY
Gagging the Laughs
20. 40, 60 inches long; 41.2 inches
Ky.
By Ernie Bushmiller
little end and up. Must be reasonNOTICE-Gardens and-lots plow- ably clear. 1K111 to be located at
THIS IS SUCH A
ed and fixed tcheap). I have a old twill location near stock barn
THIS PROGRAM
I FEEL GUILT'
garden tractor and I can do a good Will start
buying
FUNNY PROGRAM
Wednesday.
IS
SPONS
ORED
LAUGH
ING
WE
April
Job. Call 465-R - Norman Aus7.
Griffin Bros.,
Murray.
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- Today's Sports Parade

FEEDING FOR PROFIT

NO

FOR
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY •

ANY FIXTURE FOR
GROCERY OR
MEAT SHOP

itepres-extuhre-For
Friedrich Floating Air
Refrigerators
and
:Sanitary Scales, Meat
Saws, Grinders and
Slicers

KEN

LED

r,t

•

HARRY HARRIS
Store Fixture Co.
114 North 2nd St.
PADUCAH, KY.
Phone 891

Notices

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Wanted

HA-HA-HA-

NOTICE-Mr. Frank Davis will be
in Murray each '
Wednesday
at
Barnett & Kerley. next to the
Bank of Murray. tO buy, sell and
new and used sewing machines. Mr. Davis can repair all
trade

WANTED-Men 21-27 to learn

fibusiness-high school education necessary-for further in-

SOAP COMPANY ,1'

THEIR SOAP

nance

formation

apply

'Corp.. Murray,

Interstate

as

Loan

00

Ky.

0
173

AlOc
-\)1

For Rent

makes of machines, convert treaniodels to electric, and
can

AMM41111_

00

dle

furnish attachments for any make
machine. Phone 135 for appointment.

M4c

FOR RENT-Sleeping rooms. Also
board if preferred. 501 Chestnut
Street,
A7p
FOit RENT-Thor Auto Magic Ironera. Makes your ironing easy: Sit
down and enjoy your ironing. $2.00
for ten days. Phone 135.
AlOc

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

rAAP
••••,
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-‘141/Magf
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CARD,OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our many relatives, neigh-

Ferguson Tillers

ABB1E an' SLATS

'
LIKE SLATS SAYS-WE DON'T

Ferguson Bush and Bog Disc Harrows

bors and friencls who were so kind

Us during the illness and death
WANT ANYTHINGAt our beloved husband and faLIKE SLOT
ther, Lee Caraway: also to Dr. Hai
MACHINES
Houston-WM Dr. Hopson. who were
IN OUR
•faithnd and kind: the,, J. H.
DINER.
_Churehill Funeral Home; Rev_ C.
Is Page and Rev. George W. Bell.
for their consoling svort/s. and to
Mr. -arid- Mis.. Water Oliefor thsto

Power Lawn Mowers
Double and Single Cultipackers
Pond Slips

Stokes Tratkir an4'1p1ement Co.
. East Highway

Coat I'Ma
/sew.
1m a.. n. t eat 00.--A. riate

A rP
*two/

1
•

Ferguson Grain Drill

Tel. 1156

sweet

song.s,

also

to

*or
By Raeburn Van Buret, i

Frank Talk
????-YOU'RE JUST KIDS.
CHUM.
WHAT'RE YOU DOING PEDDLING WE'RE NOT
THESE'? YOU OUGHT TO BE AT KIDS. WE
HIGH SCHOOL.
KNOW THE
SCORE.

rAND WE'RE
PEDDLING

AND WE'RE NOT IN HiGH
SCHOOL BECAUSE
THESE BECAUSE THERE'S NOTHING

THERE'S MONEY
IN IT-SEE

THEY CAN TEACH
US THERE-

LOOK,CHUMS-YOU'D YOU'D BETTER
BETTER LET US PUT
ONE OF THESE IN
HERE OR

THAT WE
WANT-TO
KNOW--

LEAVE THAT

'OR ELSE"
STUFF TO
GANGSTERS.
YOU'RE NICE
LITTLE CHICKS.
NOW- FINISH

•

YOUR COFFEE
AND GO
HOME.

those • who

made floral offerings. May God's
richest bleesinrgs rest itpon each

you is

nt-

our prayer,

Mrs. Lee Caraway

and Family

Murray Live Stock Company

10c

HA -HA -HA-H9,4-1
HA-HAW),
HA) q?\\

_12_P

The Best Market in West Kentucky
LI'L ABNER

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

a

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:1J0 O'CLOCK

• 8c

Total head sold

101•111•01111/
1

Fancy Veals
No.'! Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

27.50
2610
.•
21.60
6.00- 20.00
•

Good Quality Fat Steers 25.00- 26.40'
Baby Beeves
23.00- 26.00

HOGS

Fat Cows

180 to 240 iindii(is

Canners and Cutters
Bulls
Milk Cows per head

17.50- 22.00
11.00- mai
16.00- 22.00
80.00-190.00

Sows

Back to Old Termiti

encienr-amrsiorm•

MillatMaart\

CA-1,7Hr.; N.
i4Af-PICST
TURNIP HARVEST TIME

SALES REPORT for APRIL 6, 1948

Carrier Me

DOG CATC H EVAH
I-4ADft FO'T1•4' FUST
TIME IN 300 Y'ARS
WE GITS OUR TURNIPS
INSTEAD O'THEM

TERMITES!'

OH:YO'SWEET

Li'L TURrIIP
PLANT!!-AT
LAST Ak
KIN SINK
MAH TEETH
royr
INTO,

DRINK DEEP,
TURNIPS-SOON
YO'WILL BE MINEALL MINE .r.'"
-OUR ENEMIES,
TH'TEaml:TES, IS
ALL ON TN' ISLE
OF TIVIITIP,

By Al Capp
•

ME/MM./WM 1,IaMOMIMMIMII

n-tAT, Vitt-IF
-NI; AN
AIRCRAFT CARRIER LAVES
SAN FRANCISCO- •

'"

STOP NAGC,1146,FLOOGLE!
I CAN'T EVEN GIVE.
YOU A HINT.1
*OPERATION TERMITI"

IS TOP SECRET!!

20.65

15.50 Down

All farmers and stockmen please bring your
stook to market before 1:00 o'clock.

•

•
8.4 a.0001 .46..•
4
11.

a
•

via

*rSaa-s:
-AL-sesSins1,

--••••
•

-

-

E
•

•

•

••••••

•

4

•
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Building Wizard Would Save Cities
By Moving Rich Back From Suburbs

ews,

Mr. arid +Ire D a Hill and MI, ;
_and - Ime "ie SS.M.
' arid alias. Fir a
day eues'Is
•
Adams arid Pat. , •
Mr. and "kIrs Wasarain Grear arid
. • family spent Satutaas night in the
i
heme of Mr .
Mrs
Henry
flack. ,
Mr: and Mee.- Charles Rushing
and LitaiTy f Clinton -spent Saturebiy night with'Mr. and Mrs. Jamaa
Black.
•
Mrs Nannie Pullen is improved..
,ltars Margaret Riley spent Mainday a eat Mr and Mrs. A. L, Batzell
•
Mr. and Mrs William Smith and
S.tfl spent the week-end with relaa.
11,.es
"Mr. and Mrs. Jennifitgs Turner
aad Edwin were Sunday afternoon
callers of Mr Madison Whitlow.- Mrs. Allen Page returned *borne
riday from Mutras General Hospitataiaesa,„..taznains s..ry al at her
home., Mr - and Mrs latrain DoiOn and
Dale were taturda, dinner guests
Of Mr and Mrs A L. Fk,zzel.
IS. Garland is spendieg a few
days with horn, talks
Mr. and' Mrs Graham Rogers and r
A PLACE IN THE SUN—Jewish refugees, tOraed to flee their
laughters wen Sunclisas guests of
homes on the Jaffa-Tel Aviv
border where Arab:Jewish fighting rages constantly, range In
hU•reother.,Mrs Dons .Rogers and
age from infants to octogenarians. These little refugees sun themselves on a Tel Aviv
his - grandmother
hotel veranda in company
-e_
, -Mr.-- and Mrs _William Carter and
of a half-shod, bearded old man.
Mr. and..M.SS. Jennings, Turner End
Loretta and Edwin and Mr. and
Mrs. 1.yin.al Diva, arai Dale were

Stop Ar
Ronnie's Cafe
For your Barbecue Sandwiches and Sanduiches of
all kinds. and Soft' Drink,
LYNN GROVE. KY
Ronald Crouch,-Owner

RADIOS
and Small .Appliances
R EPA!RED

Phone 1035

-'
iOUILARE FOUR—It took a quartet of coconut birthday cakes to make this
quartet happy.
is the Zarief quadruplets of Brooklyn, N. Y., sing the
traditional "Happy Birthday to
(04" greeting on the OCcasion of their fourth birthday Left to right,
they are Elaine,
Benjamin, Isadora and Ellen.
1

ROBERT. ROSS

aanciay aftermon callers of Mr
a.irtL --Evernrra
,JndMrs. -A_ L
it-alters were Mt and Mrs. Robei•
L Patizell and Danny
Cu'". Bazzr.-I! romains about ta•
same

FOR A WORLD .,,KIZW
SERVICE
VERIFIED LUBRICATION

I

—ROCKER SERVICE—
Tear ear moving while
, greasing

Asparagus beds started from seed
will begin endue:rig well almost as
-eon as a tied started from roots
ac. bed in rich. deep soil will last a
ifet me.

Melugin Standard
Station
1417 Main

Phone 441k1
About 93 per cent cf all persons
ailled'by fires are under the age
ef 25, a 5-year survey of fire casualIe
ahows. -According to the' Nanal
of .Fire Underwriters
this show the great need far more
effective fire .prevention education
among children. and young perspns.

"Lynn Grove's
Best"
All Purpose
Flour

Hariin coutay tranemakers reported • egg production remained
aigh during cold w'e'ather. due to
Getter housing and, improved flock
a.anagement. .

•
Milling

Co.'

Paul. St:mice. Mr. Atricrica,
r.- Thursday night-

'1=1=1111•11111k

Broadbent

Hybrids

Yes,with Broadbent
seed corn, you are
getting the very best
• money can buy:You can depend,
on its high yield's of iquality corn. •
Get 'By 0..41.erit

•
000 people.
America. They settled in Milwau
NEW YORK, April 6—(U4'.)
• -Whatever the soltitionrbe•sald,
Dr. Sure learned his cheniand
-kee,
"big cities must plan right now for Americans some day may be eating
istry at the University of Wisconsin.
NEW YORK iU.P./— William the needs of the years ahead."
hamburgers made from milk, acZeckendorf awfke during the night
Zeckendorf; a movie-style go- cording to, Dr. Barnett Sure', proThe need for air in Soil has been
with ane of the fabulous dreams he getter whose
loud neckties beat
makes come true with astounding
of chemistry at Arkansas emphasized by experiments with
down on a gathering paunch, is a fessor
nutrient, solutions, in
so-called
regularity and grabbed for the self-made
man whose partners are University.
which plants are grown without
telephone.
the modally elite John H. P. Gould
It can be done now, Dr. Sure dis- soil. Except in California. some deNelson Rockefeller's sleepy voice and Henry Seats
.
closes ,in a'report to the American vice by which air can be supplied
answered.
Chemical Society.
Starts As Collector
to the roots has been found neces'Tell me:' snappgd Zeckendcpt,
These synthetic hamburgers are sary for healthy growth. A toose
He started by collecting rents for
"have you got too much money or an uncle and a few years later was made from a powder, composedaal-, soil, composed of coarse .particles,
are .you interested in making consummating million-dollar deals most entirely from milk solids, he
more!"
by telephone. He becanag..famous said. The powder is mixed with
Frankie Hill, the man with the
"I've got time money,- Rocke- among realtors for reorganizing the water and cooked. The taste is sleeper hold, in Paris, Thursday
ground
as
to
be
the
same
feller admitt
cautiously, "but I tremendous Astor holdings in New said
night.
believe iii free enterprise—so I'm York, adding $5,000,000 to their beef.
r.
Furthermore, according to
always interested in making more." value.
At 42 he is a millionaire with a Sure, the powder can be used for
-Good." said the real estate wizard who assembled the.land for the penthouse garden that provides meat loaf, meat balls, and mince
United Nations site, "then listen to him with his only exercise outside meat. He reports also that the
of libnting trips in Maine. He is powder has more protein than beef,
this."
Radios, Electric Motors,
olitif the highest gardeners in and that it is rich in calcium.
Idea Goes Over
At a recent demonstration. Dr.
His
crisp, enthusiastic voice Manhattan
Washing Machines, Stoves
Zeckendorf, whose family orig- Sure donned a laboratory smock.
crackled on and before' the finanbatter.
a
into
inated
mixed'
th,
'powder
in
Tucson,
Ariz., is commitcier went back to sleep, Rockefeller
1Ve DQ Anything Electric
had agreed to place a whole re- ted to city life and spends most of and then cpoks prepared croquettes,
mince
hamburgers
aad
search unit of the Rockefeller or- his time dreaming up such items as meat balls,
ganization on an idea which. Zeck- business centers in Houston, Den- meat.
Dr. Sure's "synthetic beef" -is
endorf believes will revolutionize ver and Atlanta. Onte he bought
Phone 879
almost the entire waterfront of been served *to Little Bock, Ark..
one phase of industry.
school officials, he reported, and
Across from Postoffice
Behind his desk as president of. Hoboken, N. J.
The distance of airports from big now authorities of that state :ire
Webb & Knapp, Zeckendorf is
working on plans for saving the cities is another of his pet 'con- considering the possIbility of addRecently he mildly sug- ing the prepared powder to school
nation's big cities from the bank, cerns.
ruptcy he believes many face inev- gested to Mayor William O'Dwyer lunches.
e also said that representatives
itably unless they find new sources that New YETk- might- be -well
viaed to build an airplane landing of the Arkansas Research Foundaof revenue.
'You have this sort of thing hap- field 12 floors high- covering 144 tion are trying to interest the Fedblocks
,000 of Manhattan. Cost: $3,000,- eral government. pointing ;out that
pening all over," he said. "A city oco
the powder might be used to regrows up on a cow pasture layout
-eve rood thertagWin EUr
and then the rich folks begin movother countries.'
-ing to the suburbs In other words,
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
Dr. Sure said that powder, used
you begin to lose your most taxable
An examination was annciuneed
citizens and the burden of munici- today for filling vacancies in the as a food, might well hIllp the
pal services falls on the poor. Un- Rural Electrification Administra- housewife meet her budget. It costs
less many cities extend their boun- tion in the positions of Field Rep- much less than even the cheap
daries to increase income from tax resentative (Loan Applications and cuts of meat, he said.
As of now, he disclosed. no Amersources. they may be forced to en- Electrical 'Utility
Management),
courage emigration and depend on Rural Electrification Engineer, ican concern is making the new
the centralization of commerce and Home Economist (Electrical), and food, but that it is being processed
industry within the city borders," Inspector PolesS„ Applications for in Canada. •
Dr. Sure, 57, was born in LithuDream City Projected
the examination are being-accepted
One of Zeckendorfs solutions is by the Executive Secretary. Board ania. His family emigrated to South
what he calls thinking in "vertical of U. S. Civil Service Examiners Africa when he was a boy, and
terms." For a New York example for the Departments of Agriculture. some years later they *came to
he projected a city within a city to Agricultural
Research Cente r,
be called "X-City." That was well Beltsville, Maryland.
under way on the drawing boards
Starting salaries for these .posiWs Have A Car Of
when he was persuaded to give up tions range from $3.397 to $4.902.
the site for the Unite., Nations.
The positions of Hume Economist
At a cost of $50.000.000, Zecken- iElectrical) and Rural Electrificadorf was going to build four 40- tion Engineer are located in Washstory office buildings. three 30- ington, D. C., and throughout the
story apartment buildings. a 6,000- United States; the other positions
room hotel, a garage for 5.000 auto- are in the field service, located
mobiles, a helicopter airport, an throughout the country.
on the road. Come in and place your order NOW
opera house, a concert hall and !ey- , Announcements and application
eful other buildings, including a forms may be secured from the
•
night club. At peak occupancy, Commission's Local Secretary, Mr.
X-City 'would have had working Valentine, located at Post Offi-te,1
or living accommodations for 100,- Murray, Ky.
By ROBERT MUSEL
United Press Staff Correspondent

Service on all Makes
Appliances

DILL ELECTRIC CO.

Its. Mrs. Sara Sunotherman
Mrs. Robert Brandon, a ho was ill
Miles left Saturday for a last week, is improving
week a visit in Detroit for sever;al
R Li Conper, church school slapdays 'with his' nailer Mrs. Raiford erintendent.'and' Mrs. Cooper. and
Orr and family. Mr. and Mrs Les. Rev. and Mrs. Cecil Page were
Jones will care for hie home during Sunday dinner guests of Mt and
Mr Miles' absenCe. Mrs Dub Guthrie and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Morten were
Charles Smotherman of Detroit
Mayfield visitors Saturday where
last week visited his mother Mrs.
Mr. Marton is taking ear treatMinnie Smotherman and other kin.
ment. Their children. Shirley Dian
Mr and Mrs. Adolphus Paschall
and Carely, visited their grandaid baby Joseph of St. Louis are
parent& Itir ancrairs. Bert Mililead visiting the farmers
mother Mrs
at the home ef their uncle. Mr. and
a..„
Deck Steely, Mr. Steely and famMrs. Willie Milstead of Hazel_
.
ily and his sister, Mrs. Guy Steely
• Mrs Molly Paschall' of Hazel was
and Mr. Steely,
the week-end visitor of her gon.
W. I. Patton, Mrs. Patton and
Mr and Mrs. Laburn Paschall arid
attended services at Pi'-as.int Grove their daughters were recent visitors
with the former's parents.
church Sunday morning.
Quite a number from Masons' Edwin Brandon, son of Mr.. and
Chapel and Hazel attended quarter- Mrs. Noble Brandon -1s attendinesi
ly .meeting at this church Sunday school of radio ad electricity at
evening. Preaching was by the dis- Paris.
Glad that Mrs Nellie Pigue. who
trict superintendent.'Broil Evans of
Paris. Besides the pastor Bro. Cecil for several weeks was disabled
Page and wife and others noted from neuritis and could n.•i attend
from Bezel were Mr and Mrs Dum- church, is now able to attend seras Clanton. Mr and Mrs. Herron. vices
Mr. and Mrs. Auburn Whitlow.
Mr., and Mrs. Taylor and daughter.
Mr and Mrs Will Osburn and ton. Mrs..Loinse Whitlow and,eteughter
Mr and Mrs Hurt and stuns and the Peggy of Lincoln Park. Mich., were
writer.- Those from Masons Chapel recent guests of Mr. and Mrs'. Noble
included Mr. and Mrs. H. I Craig, Brandon
Mrs. tkoyt. Craig and others whose Miss Katherine Brandon of Oak'
Ridge. Tenn., Miss Angeline Branwe do not have
•
don of Kiageort, Toast., were-tasMrs. Oby Jones waswliairent
the Murray Hospital several days ter guests of their parents.. Ur. load
last week fin treatment of neuritis. Mrs Robert Brandon.
She wall able to Le removed to the
home of her daughter. Mr and Mrs.
Marjormam is one of the annual
Harold Broach. Murray,,Saturday
garciett herbs still popular Dried
• Sympathy to Mc and Mrsa Par- leavet are
used for poultry dreg'snell Arnett and daughter Elezabetrl ing Sweet
basil is good for ilevorIn the Ines of their little infant
ing'soupt and stews. Both grow
--'daughter and sister.
easily from seed.
Mrs. Nancy Petty whit Whom I
Naive an apartment with.. was on
the sick list last week but is imDon Keene. junior heavyweight
proving.
contender, Thursday night in Paris,

Don't Wait 'Til Plowing Time
To Get Your Tractor In Order!
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We have complete facilities for overhauling your tractor, tuning it up, and getting it ready for the work it has to do this spring.

Prop

It's a wise man who gets ready now. You should be prepared because the weather won't wait for you.

$PEC1AL VALUE -3(oiktket

DON'T DELAY!

WA
eign pt
tern po
munisrr
Dul
retsry
pther h
the COTT
Soviet

COME IN TODAY!

FULMER

•rtified Ifs brit% Al:

OUR REPAIR WORK IS DONE BY SOME OF THE
BEST MECHANICS IN TOWN

INCREASE YOUR RIDING
COMFORT, REAuTIFY. YOUR
CAR, AND PROTECT YOUR UPHOLSTERY POR GREATER TRADEIN VALUE. MOST-POPULAR
MODELS MIS TO $23.114 PLUS
INSTALLATION.

ROSS FEED COMPANY

DELUXE

BROADBENT
HYBR/DS

Al!
In

DOUGLASS tIARDWARE

South Pleasant Grove

Jones Store, L. Grove John Morgan Mill. Hazel
P D. Jones Store, Kirkaet Peppy Dill Store. Hazel .
Mite!! & Co.. Dieter. •
Roy- Oakley, Coldwater

•••

If A Cow Continues Producing Milk
She Won't Be Ground Into Hamburger

"OLD BLACK JOE"
FERTILIZER

Third. and Walnut Sts.

Lynn

EDN'ESD AT, APRIL 7, 194S

LPTVIER & TIMES. MURRAY.-XIDiTiICkY

PAGE

TAILORED TORT

SEAT
COVER

TIE1.12PHONE- 170

211 MAIN SMUT

PORTER MOTOR _COMPANY
504 Maple

Billington-Jlones Motor Co
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